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ABSTRACT 
Sexual appeal once regarded as panacea in advertisement. The research in 
western countries generally find sexual appeal can increase the awareness and even 
buying intention of the products. The trend of using sexual appeal is more explicit 
and overt. In addition, those products will have a higher recall level and more 
positive attitude toward the brands. Though the women's liberation movement roared 
for decades, the sexual stereotype prevailing in western countries, woman still largely 
stereotyped as sex object, dependent and doing housework not keep pace with the 
changing roles of women in the society. 
It is our research interest to find out the use of sexual appeal ads in Hong 
Kong and their effectiveness, in order to compare with western countries. HK, is a 
highly westernised but, oriented place. She resembles the oriental norms and value 
on the one hand, and imitate western lifestyle on the others. We use magazine 
content analysis, experiment and questionnaire to study the real situation in HK. From 
… Jhe complimentary research, we find that the research results are similar to those 
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western findings with some modifications. 
In the magazine analysis, we found that adult magazines have more sexual 
appeal ads than other types. The products advertised in magazine are mainly sex-
related products. However, the percentage of using sexual appeal ad is relative low 
compare with other western countries and even Asian. Compare with western 
countries, the number of sexual appeal ads is not much. 
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In the experiment and questionnaire, the research further confirmed that 
sexual appeal ads increase the awareness and recall of both sexes. We also find that 
male usually has more positive attutde the sexual appeal ads than female. However, 
those sexual appeal ads are regarded as low product quality and immoral, hence, 
lower purchasing intention and trial level. This findings contrary to some western 
countries' research. Furthermore, some product use sexual appeal has higher recall 
level becasue the product is appropriate of relevant compare with little association 
products. Questionnaire is used in our project as a complimentary study to wider the 
background of interviewees. The findings of questionnaire also resemble the findings 
in experiment though the base is much higher and diverse. This reflect the experiment 
not only reflect the attitude of those university-age, but common laymen also 
applicable. 
Therefore, we recommended to use sexual appeal only to those sex-related 
products, mainly male products and better use in the introductory stage of the product 
life cycle. In the introductory stage of a product, awareness and talk of the town is 
most important. The success of Travel Fox in Taiwan and Fornari in HK provide 
concrete examples. However, inappropriate use of sexual appeal may result in tragedy 
in the promotion compaign. It not only waste money, but also labelled the product 
with poor quality image and immoral. Sexual appeal, from our findings showed that, 
is not a panacea in HK because the moral and value different. Therefore, the creative 
executives of advertising agencies should carefully consider when using sexual appeal. 
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1.1 Rationale of Study 
Advertising reflects the prevailing attitudes and stereotypes held by society. 
The advertisers always try to make use of stereotype and search for a way to break 
through clutter and draw attention to their message. Sexual stereotype is assumed to 
be effective and so as one of the commonest practices in advertising agencies. The 
advertisers assume "sex sell", and try to use sexual appeal in every circumstance. 
Some Hong Kong advertisers, resemble the practice in western countries, emphasis 
the sexual stereotype in their advertising campaign in order to increase awareness and 
draw public attention towards the Ad. 
Traditionally, women are largely portrayed as homebodies, dependent on 
men，makers of the less important decisions, sex objects and emotionally unstable. 
However, the role of men and women in society has been undergoing considerable 
change in the world. Nowadays, to portray women in advertising is a very complex 
. 〜 - - . 一 一 
issue faced by advertisers. Therefore, the traditional sexual stereotyping in 
advertising has received tremendous attention and has been studied extensive in 
western societies ( T. W. Whipple & A. E. Courtrey 1985, S. Lysonski 1985, 
Belkaoui, Ahoned and J.M. Belkaoui 1976，Schneider, Kenneth C.，and S. B. 
Schneider 1979). It is striking to find, though the status of women change a lot, 
stereotypical in advertising in western countries only has very minor changes has 
2 
made over a long period in most study. 
However, similar studies seldom carried out in Hong Kong. As the 
education and working opportunities of Hong Kong women is rising. Hong Kong 
advertisers, like other western countries, face similar problems in portraying women. 
It is our interest to find out whether the traditional stereotyping on women still work 
or not. In addition, is there any significant difference between HK and other western 
countries in using women stereotype. Therefore, we would like to concentrate the 
study on the use of sexual appeal - one of the typical stereotype of woman as sex 
object - in Hong Kong advertisements in order to find out any different between an 
oriented society to those western one. 
In recent year, the women's liberation movement have raised increasingly 
sharp 
criticism toward mass media, for the stereotyped portraysls of women as sex 
objects in HK. In western countries the criticism and campaign came much earlier 
(Belkaoui, 1976). The women society in HK criticise and even boycott those 
advertisements stereotyped women as sex objects by ask the government to regulate 
and even ban those ads. As the role of women in the society is increasing importance 
and gain better status. Their criticisms weighted in the advertising field. 
However, there is still considerable evidences that advertising present a 
- — - • « • -
traditionally stereotyped portrayals of women regardless of the social changes. The 
demography and attitudes among women have changed drastically over the past 
decade, but there is little agreement about what steps an advertiser can effectively 
take to respond to these challenges in western countries. (Whipple and Courtney, 
1983). 
It is our primarily interest to search whether sex can sell in HK or not. As 
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the traditional moral and cultural values of oriental is different from western. The 
observations or results of western countries in sexual appeal can apply in HK is in 
doubt. Though HK is increasing westernise in terms of values and lifestyles, tradition 
norms and taboo still affect the attitude and perception of every Hong Kong people. 
The advertising industry in HK just copy the strategies and even concepts from 
western countries may not be effective. Our study can, to certain extent, reflect the 
effectiveness of such borrowing. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
Our study will focus on the use of sexual appeals in printed advertisements. 
The research objectives are as follows: 
1. To review the use of sexual advertisements in HK as well as other western 
countries on magazines. 
We will conduct a survey on finding the number of sexual appeal 
advertisement in magazines. From these, we hope to gain an insight on 
how the advertisers use of sexual advertising appeal and what product type 
use more than others in magazines. 
-
2. To investigate the effects on awareness of using sexual or non-sexual 
advertising appeal in printed advertisements for male-, female-and neutral-
products. 
We will attempt to compare the ability of brand name recall for male-, 
female- and neutral- products when used the sexual or non-sexual 
advertising appeal. 
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3. To examine the attitudes of different gender towards the use of sexual 
advertising appeal. 
We will study how male and female response to the use of sexual appeal 
in advertisement in terms of the perceptions of the advertisement, the 
perceptions of the products and the social influences of the advertisement. 
4. To make recommendations concerning the use of sexual appeal in 
advertisement. 
With our final findings, we will give recommendations on how to use 
sexual or non-sexual appeal in printed advertisement properly in order to 
attract customers and increase purchasing motivation, determining which 
kind of products are suitable to use sexual advertising appeal, and 
determining whom should be touched by sexual advertising appeal. 
1.3 Research Interest 
While advertiser appear increasingly reliant upon the use of overt sexual 
appeals, past research casts some doubt on the efficacy on this form of advertising 
(Severn, Belch and Belch, 1990) It is also our research interest to find out the 
- 一 
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effectiveness of the use of sexual appeal as a way to draw audience attention and 
motivate the customers' buying intention. 
Previous research has examined the effect of various factors such as gender 
of the receiver, nature of the product (sexually or non-sexually related) and type of 
stimulus (nudity, suggestiveness of intercourse, decorative model and double 
entendre). We will try to do some similar experiment and questionnaire, but in HK 
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context to see whether oriental findings resemble western one. 
It is our research interest to search the present sexual appeal ads in HK, 
the perception and attitudes of the audience and the effectiveness of using sexual 
appeal to convey message and motivate buying intention, to compare with western 
countries. 
For better or for worse, exploiting sex in advertising is a common strategy, 
but what creative and intellectual guideline should govern its use? And are the rules 
of propriety different in Asian countries. Furthermore, the general situation of printed 
advertisements in the use of sexual appeal has been studies in order to compare with 
the trend in western countries. Through this study, the advertisers can have a proper 
understand on the use of sexual appeals in HK and differentiate the oriental culture 
and values with western one. 




The literature review of general gender stereotype can refer to Appendix 
1. The followings are the general trend and situation of sexual appeal in western and 
oriental countries, the use of sexual appeal and some visual message transmission 
literature reviews. 
2.1 Western Countries 
The percentage of sexual appeal messages employed has not increased 
significantly over the past two decades in western countries. However, the manner 
of presentations has focused more on visual elements and the use of sexually oriented 
appeals in advertising has been becoming more overt. 
One of the early writers discuss in greater detail the underlying 
assumptions which form the basis of current sexual stereotype research. The study 
analysis the women's role in a sample of advertisements drawn from 8 magazines 
• _丨 ‘ — “ • •—•、 〜 — 
published in 1958 (a full 10 year before the recent feminist movement mobilisation), 
reflect the trend of sex stereotype in western countries. The results of this analysis 
are compared with those of similarly designed 1970 and 1972 studies, to determine 
whether the extent to which stereotypes have been maintained and reinforced and to 
determine the degree of social change with regard to women's role as reflected in 
advertising messages ( Belkaoui, 1976). The results are the stereotypes has been 
0 
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maintained to a large extent without keep pace to the social changes. 
Another Sexual stereotype study in western examined printed 
advertisements to determine whether women's liberation members were justified in 
criticizing the "very limited and negative stereotype of women in advertising" in 
1971. (Courtney, Lockeretz, 1971). They concluded that the stereotype is justify. One 
of the typical stereotype is regarded woman primarily as sex object. 
The trend of sexual appeal is more overt and explicit in western countries 
even in recent years. In a content analysis of visual and verbal sexual portrayal 
(Soley and Kurznard 1986) found that the use of visual sexual portrayals has 
increased, and that sexual appeals have become more explicit in using illustrations 
containing nudes and suggestions of intercourse more frequently. In addition, the 
amount of male/female contact depicted in advertisements tripled between 1964 and 
1984. 
The advertiser assume that "sex sells". It has been noted in numerous 
articles both in the general and business media make such assumption (Horowitz 
1987; Sullivan 1988，Trachtenberg 1986). Verbal reference have actually decrease 
(Soley and Kurzbard 1986) but as discussed, presentations have become more explicit 
by focusing on nudity, male/female contact 叩d suggestions of intercourse. The 
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release on censorship on sex in western countries came much earlier and the way to 
present sexual appeal include even nudity and strong suggestion of sexual intercourse 
is allowed. While comparing with HK, as the traditional values and broadcasting 
censorship, such kind of advertisement seldom or even cannot appear in HK, We 
usually find ads form western is modify largely when launched in HK. 
The study of Evans, as to feature a naked girl to advertise on exotic bath 
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gel get a campaign widely talked about (Evans, 1981). The results suggest that 
advertisements have not kept up with the times in portraying women in the wide 
variety of roles they paly in today's world. Advertisers are making a serious mistake 
by misjudging the impact of economically "liberated，consumer. Furthermore, they 
are not adequately matched this manifestation of social changes and with few 
exception, tend to portrayed women in unrealistic settings and in under representative 
numbers. (Belaoui, 1976) 
Sex role in advertising have changed over time, there is evidence of social 
acceptance of changing sex roles in the US culture (As media advertising is reflective 
of the underlying value system of the society in which it exists) (Schneider, 
Schneider). However, the sex stereotyped still exist. 
The analysis of sex roles in advertising and compare content analysis 
findings for US，Australian and Mexican Television advertisements (Gilly, 1988). 
The results reveal differences in the portrayal of the sexes in US advertisements, 
Australian advertisements show somewhat fewer sex role difference and Mexican 
advertisements show slightly more sex role difference than US advertisements. 
Stereotypes are found in the advertising of all these countries but manifested in 
different ways. 
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Not only in US, the study in Britain in an article investigates the trend in 
female role portrayals in the 1970s and 1980s using British Women's magazines, 
Lysonski found a high frequency of role stereotyping with some changes, but not 
dramatic one, in advertisers' role portrayals (Lysonski, 1985). 
From the above literatures, we can see that though the women liberation 
movement and the status of women has been raised for years, the advertising on 
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women stereotyping still remain. Even worse, more overt and explicit portrayal on 
visual media been used. The results form a variety of studies evidenced that magazine 
advertising presents stereotyped image of the sexes, particularly in depicting women 
as decorative, as sexual objects, as working only in the home and as dependent on 
men. There are some improvement in women's portrayals over time, however, the 
trend of using sexual appeal is increasing in the initial, and now emphasis on the 
degree of explicit of sexual appeal. All the evidences show that the improvement in 
stereotyping is minimal and sexual appeal portrayals continue to be the grow and 
regarded as norm. 
2.2 Taiwan and Hong Kong 
Taiwan is traditionally conservative, officially puritanical and now grip 
of a new (though debatably effective) approach to selling products. Changes appear 
after the lifting of martial law and the leasing of restrictions on the media announce 
radical changes in attitudes to both advertising and sex. Some called this situation as 
sexual revolution in Taiwan. 
Taiwan is a very traditional Chinese society, used to be conservative 
regarding the issue of sex. However, there is a trend of sexual advertising and sex 
- . 
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appeal is not limited to product related to personal attraction but is used widely, 
without regard for the target audience (K. Coxon 1989). The change can be dated 
from the frequent contact with foreigner, especially US. Furthermore, the 'sexual 
revolution，in recent years was due the change in social norms and culture after 
modernisation. 
It is argued that sexual advertising is believed to be effective in Taiwan 
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because of the opening domestic market to foreign goods and the resulting consumer 
boom. Therefore, there is a trend in Taiwan to use half-dressed models to sell any 
and all manner of consumer goods from televisions and cassettes to imported 
automobiles. This form of advertising in Taiwan is not limited to product related to 
personal attraction but is used massively. The trend in Taiwan is more obvious 
because her pace of economic take off appear much revolutionary than HK. 
The women in Hong Kong have been playing a more important roles 
economically, politically and socially in the territory over the years. More women 
have been recruited in to the work force and the income of them increase drastically 
over these years. The tendency of women participation in the total managerial 
population has raised from 9% to 17% (1976/86) (So and Young 1989). Although the 
traditional role of Chinese women is more domestically oriented, the trend is that 
woman has gained a much better economic footing, buying power and consumer 
status. In addition, the attitude towards women executives is more positive and very 
limited discrimination was found against women's managerial abilities in Hong Kong 
(So and Young 1989). 
However, the role of women in advertising is still remaining in a very 
traditional context. Women, in many of the advertisements means family products or 
“ — • _ _ _ ^ 
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as sex object. They are stereotype as the good mothers, good wives, and good-in-
laws. Furthermore, women are emphasised on their beautiful outlooks and figures. 
Therefore, in general, women's role in advertisements is portrayed as home-oriented 
and decorative. A content analysis regarding sex role stereotyping in newspapers 
advertisements was conducted. (S. C. Ho, 1983) women were found to be portrayed 
more in the home environment than in the working environment; as employed in the 
11 
traditional clerical roles rather than professional; and often in decorative role (Ho, 
1983). 
Different from Taiwan or other western countries, women in HK are not 
frequently portrayed as sex objects in the advertisements sampled. When compare to 
other Asian countries counterparts, Hong Kong is a relatively more liberal society in 
various aspects concerning sex object stereotyping. Exploitation of the female to 
promote products, which have absolutely no relationship to sexual attraction，does not 
seem to exist frequently in Hong Kong. (So and Young, 1990) 
Chinese culture is not a sexual culture. It is a sexually repressed culture 
and the Chinese are very hypocritical about sex (Coxon, 1989). Therefore, we can see 
the trend of sex appeals advertisement not frequently appear in HK. In addition, the 
advertisement on sexual appeal is only implicit and less overt. However, the trend 
may be change. From the experience of Taiwan in lifting censorship, the sexual 
appeals advertisement flux in after the press restriction. Hong Kong, because the . 
control of censorship is still strong, may change in later days. From now, the trend 
of use women as sex objects in HK is not explicit compare with western countries. 
2.3 The Use of Sexual Appeals 
- « . 
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The use of sex stimuli or sexual appeals in advertisement has been 
extensively studied in many western countries, but in HK or other oriental countries. 
Courtney and Whipple (1985) have conducted a review concerning model gender-
product interactions, female role setting depictions, and degree of liberation. Sample 
issues of eleven major studies were discussed. Three tables were formed in describing 
the relationship between model gender, female role portrayal, female role portrayal-
12 
product category interactions with communication effectiveness. In conclusion, an 
advertisement with a modern, liberated role portrayed realistically will be more 
persuasive. 
Concerning the effectiveness of using sexual appeals, an extensive and 
comprehensive review of the advertising communication literature has been carried 
out (Belch, Belch and Villareal 1987). It is noted that the effectiveness of using sexual 
imagery in advertising seems to vary depending upon the dependent measure used, 
the product advertised and the gender received. For instance, the research findings 
on the use of nudity as an advertising appeal indicates that although nudity may 
increase attention (Baker 1961)，it is usually less effective than nonsexual illustration 
in achieving brand recall (Steadman 1969). Steadman concluded that the attention 
paid to the sexual illustration, which swallowed the brand name and even the message 
or information in the advertisement . In addition, in an experiment conducted by 
Peterson and Kerin (1977), for using demure, seductive and nude models, found that 
the treatment advertisement using the nude model was judged least appealing, the 
product lowest in quality, and the company least reputable. Similar results by 
Alexander and Judd (1978) also showing the negative effect of nudity on advertising 
effectiveness have been reported (Sciglimpaglia, Belch and Cain 1979). Therefore, 
- . -
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Several of studies have found that the use of overt sexual appeals is less 
effective than the use of non-sexual appeals with respect to recall, advertising and 
brand evaluation and advertising perception. Less attention has been given to the 
interaction of visual sexual stimuli with verbal or copy content, despite the fact that 
studies on the effects of visual and verbal components of advertisements outside the 
13 
sexual appeals arena have shown that the way a message is presented, both pictorially 
and verbally, has a significant effect on the processing of the advertisement (Edell and 
Stallin 1986; Mictchell 1986). 
Bello, Pitts, and Etzel (1983) demonstrated that the use of sexual imagery 
can be operated in a rather complex situation. They conducted an experiment 
utilising television commercials and programs that examined the effect of 
controversial sexual content on the communication effectiveness of advertising 
messages. Three measures of communication effectiveness were use namely, 1. the 
interest in the commercial ； 2. the effect toward the product; and 3. the purchase 
intention. Results indicated that both males and females found a sexually controversial 
“ commercial more interesting than a non-controversial substitute. However, 
controversial content failed to improve the communication effectiveness of the 
advertising. The authors concluded that gender of the respondent, gender of the 
model, and level of controversy surrounding the message will all have an impact on 
the way information is processed by receivers. 
The other type of using sexual appeal focuses primarily on "decorative 
models". Smith and Engel (1968) found that the presence of a decorative female 
model influenced the emotional and objective evaluations of the product in a printed 
.« - - . 
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automobile advertisement for both male and females subjects. The other study 
conducted by Chestnut, LaChance, and Lubitz (1977) showed the presence of 
decorative female models improved advertisement recognition but not brand 
recognition. Reid and Soley (1981) analyzed Starch scores of print ads and found that 
the use of an attractive or sexy female model enhanced recognition and promotion. 
Their results indicated that advertisements with decorative female models attracted 
14 
more male reader attention than ads without models. However, the increased ad 
recognition was due to the visual rather than verbal components of the 
advertisements. Baker and Churchill (1977) try to manipulate the degree of model 
attractiveness (rather than presence of absence in previous studies) and found that 
males and females rated the advertisements portraying a model of the opposite sex 
higher than those portraying a model of the same sex. They also found that attractive 
models produced higher behavioral intention ratings when the product was sexually 
relevant than when the product was sexually irrelevant. 
Courtney and Whipple (1983) made an extensive review of studies examine 
the effectiveness of sexual appeal and conclude that: 1) attractive models lead to more 
attention, 2) the use of overt sexual stimuli leads to lower levels of recall and appeal 
evaluation as well as poorer product and manufacturer perceptions, and 3) unless the 
product is sexually related, the use of sexual appeals must be questioned. Concerning 
the problem of matching the sexually related product, a study by Richmond and 
Hartman (1982) found that sexual appeal in advertising can be categorized into several 
different types, and that audience respond differently to various content dimensions 
of those appeals. They found that functional sexual appeals that were congruent with 
the nature and/or uses of the product generated the highest ad recall levels, while 
• -
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inappropriate sexual appeals (those is not match or irrelevant with the product) 
resulted in the lowest recall. This resemble the findings by a partial replication and 
extension of this study by Tinkham and Reid (1988) which was supportive of these 
findings and provided further evidence that advertising effectiveness is enhanced by 
a "natural" congruity and matching between the product and sexual appeal. 
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2.4 Processing of Visual and Verbal Stimuli 
Research on the information processing of visual and verbal components 
of advertisements has focused on the mediating role of attitude toward the 
advertisement on the communicative process. Mitchell and Oslson (1981) have 
suggested that visual and emotional effects of advertising may be mediated by the 
consumer's evaluation of the advertisement not the product or brand name, and 
therefore, attitude toward the advertisement may have an independent effect on brand 
attitudes. A follow-up study by Mitchell (1986) examined the effect of visual and 
verbal components of advertisements on brand attitudes and attitude toward the 
advertisement. The result of this study indicated that visual elements of 
advertisements affect brand attitudes in two ways. 1) consumers may form inferences 
about the advertised brand based on the visual information presented. These 
inferences may, in turn, result in the information of or change in beliefs about the 
advertised brand. 2), if the visual element is positively or negatively evaluated, it may 
have an effect on brand attitudes that operate through the attitude-toward-the-
advertisement construct. The results also indicated that verbal information in 
advertisement may affect brand attitude in the same two ways. 
It appears that the way in which a message is conveycd，both picture and 
verbally, has a significant effect on the processing of information in an advertisement 
and that these differences in processing can affect consumer's attitudes toward the 
advertisement, the product, and their purchase intentions. Therefore, to effectively 
evaluate the impact of the use of sexual stimuli in advertising, attention will be given 
to the use of sexual and non-sexual appeals in conjunction with both high and low 
information levels. We will try to use different level of sexual appeal in order to 
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compare with other different conveying methods or appeal. 
The examination on the role of visually explicit sexual stimuli in the 
processing of verbal information in a persuasive message was conducted by Severn, 
Jessica, George E. Belch, and Michael A. Belch (1990)，They also explore the impact 
of these factors on traditional outcome measures of recall, brand attitudes, attitude 
toward the message, and purchase intention. From the study, a better understanding 
of the use of sexual- and non-sexual appeals in advertisements was found. In 
addition, the study also included how the sexual- and non-sexual appeals were 
affected by information level. An advertisement for Travel Fox sports shoes was 
selected for use in this study. One hundred eighty undergraduate students were asked 
to watch five advertisements. They were requested to list all product categories as 
well as the brand name for each product. Then they were given two minutes to write 
down the thoughts that went through their minds while viewing the shoe 
advertisement. The findings were: the use of a sexually explicit visual appeal did not 
result in lower brand recall and lower copy point recall than the use of a non-sexual 
appeal, the use of a sexual appeal reduce the number of product/message-related 
thoughts, the reduction was to be greater in the low- rather than the high-information 
condition, the use of a sexually explicit visual appeal resulted in more advertising 
• — — — — — — »j �� � • — — ‘ 
execution-related thoughts than the use of a non-sexual appeal, and the use of a visual 
sexual appeal resulted in more favourable attitudes toward the advertisement and 





The sexual stereotype on woman as sex object can be regarded as using 
sexual appeal to attract and capture the attention of audiences. Sexual appeal may be 
regard as a motivating appeal in the graphic (visual, presentation of a commercial 
message, the copy (verbal) portions of that message, or a combination of both. 
(Severn, et la, 1990) Sexual appeal also included those primarily on the use of 
"decorative models". Decorative models are defined as non-functional models whole 
primary activity is to adorn the product as a sexual or attract stimulus (Reid and 
Soley, 1983). 
Types of sexual appeal stimulus can be classified into nudity, 
suggestiveness of sexual intercourse, decorative model, and double entendre. 
Simply sexual appeal is defined as presentation of scantily dressed models 
of either gender used to get attention and the implicit or explicit benefit of gaining 
• � - • - » • 
sexual or sensual attractiveness through use of the product. 
3.2 Hypotheses 
In order to effectively evaluate the impact of the use of sexual appeal in 
advertising, attention will be given to the use of sexual and non-sexual appeal in 
different product categories and in conjunction with the response from both gender. 
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This research examine the following hypotheses: 
Null Hypotheses: 
HI : Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements are less in Hong Kong than 
foreign countries. 
H2: Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements for male-products are more 
effective regarding the ability to recall the brand name. 
H3: Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements for female-products are 
more effective regarding the ability to recall the brand name. 
H4: Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements is more effective regarding 
the ability to recall the brand name. 
• •« 
H5: There is significant difference between male and female audiences 
regarding the attitude towards the advertisements when sexual appeal is 
used. 
, � - • * • 
H6: There is significant difference between male and female audiences 
regarding the attitude towards the product when sexual appeal is used. 
H7: There is significant deference between male and female audiences 
regarding the purchase intention of the product when sexual appeal is used. 
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3.3 Research Methods 
Our study consists of three phases. Phase I is a magazine content analysis: 
sexual appeal advertisements are selected from magazines published in Hong Kong 
and in foreign countries. Phase II is an experimental research: "primary" data 
elicited directly from subjects. Phase III is a questionnaire survey: "primary" data 
elicited directly from respondents. Before we started to conduct the three phases of 
our research, we had two interviews. 
3.3.1 Interviews 
We have conducted interviews with the creative executive and media 
officer from two advertising agencies. From the interviews, we got some insights 
about the working practice of this industry. We discussed the questions about how 
the theme of an advertisement campaign come from and under what circumstances, 
the advertising firm would consider to use sexual appeal. Besides, we also discussed 
the creative work and how media plan carry out. We asked whether the creative 
executives had the right to design the theme or they just follow the instruction given 
by the clients. Upon understanding the practices of advertising industry, we broader 
our perspective and we decided to conduct our research in three phase. 
" — ^ — — "—丄、 〜 - — ‘ 
3.3.2 Phase I: Magazine Content Analysis 
We selected different categories of magazine (published in Hong Kong 
which is printed in Chinese language and some magazine published in western 
countries, printed in English, see appendix 13，14, 15, 16，17 for the list of 
magazines reviewed) in order to analysis the content of advertisement and the 
I 香 港 中 文 大 學 闽 當 馆 藏 當 I 
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appearance of sexual appeal in these magazines. 
The magazines are classified according to the government list of registered 
newspapers & periodicals (See Appendix 2). 
We counted the total number of advertisements in every magazine, and 
the number of advertisement used sexual appeals as a means to present their 
commercials. In addition, the product categories are classified like sex telephone, 
prostitution, sex film, night club, sex video, Hi Fi, fashion, jeans, security system, 
cosmetics, wine, watch, and others . 
The determination of those sexual appeals advertisements was by the 
agreement of co-authors. The sexual appeal ads were identified separately by the 
authors. Only those ads agreed by the authors as sexual appeal were counted. 
In order to get the updated information and the present trend of Hong Kong 
publication on the image and portrayal of female, the magazines are selected were 
published in the period in late 1990 to early 1991. We only selected one sample from 
each magazine. 
3.3.3 Phase n - Experiment Research 
* 一 — —- 一 炉 - — 
3.3.3.1 Experiment Method 
� « 
Stimuli 
Ten printed advertisements from magazines were selected for use in this 
study. The advertisements were fallen into five product categories: Watch, wine, 
shoes, Hi Fi and Cosmetics. In order to have a better experimental control, the 
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product categories were classified into three classes: male-product, such as wine and 
Hi Fi; female-product, such as cosmetics; and neutral-product, such as watch and 
shoes. The objective for doing that was we wanted to differentiate the effects of 
sexual appeal advertisements towards different gender as male-product is associated 
with male and female-product is associated with female. The detail experimental 
procedure can refer to Appendix 3. 
For each product category, we selected two different brands. In the same 
product category, sexual appeal advertisement was selected for one brand while non-
sexual appeal advertisement was selected for the other brand. We repeated the same 
procedure for the other four product categories. From below Table 1，we listed the 
associated sexual or non-sexual appeal for each product category and brand. The 
sample of each advertisement could be found in Appendix 4. 
In order to ensure the validity of the recall results, in the same category, 
we selected the two brands with the similar level of fammarity (according to focus 
group discussion) to the subjects. We try to select the unpopular brand names in order 
to eliminate the bias of read ads. 
The size of the advertisement was the same dimensions as it was printed 
on magazine. To facilitate our experiment, we prepared slides for each 
* — • ^ 
• -••丨一 — » — 〜 — advertisement. 
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Table 1 
Classification of Products for Experimental Research 
Product Category Product Brand name 
Watch - Sexual Appeal Waltham 
Watch - Non-sexual Appeal Thorr 
Wine - Sexual Appeal Get 
Wine - Non-sexual Appeal Black Label 
Shoes - Sexual Appeal Travel Fox 
Shoes - Non-sexual Appeal Lumberjack 
Hi Fi - Sexual Appeal Kenwood 
Hi Fi - Non-sexual Appeal Aiwa 
Cosmetics - Sexual Appeal Ferre 
Cosmetics - Non-sexual Appeal First 
Subjects and Procedures 
Eighty two people between the ages of 18 and 30 participated in the 
experiment. The subjects were divided into three groups: the first group consisted 
of 20 people, the second group consisted of 26 people, and the third group 
consisted of 36 people. The date, place and time for carrying out the three 
• - - 、 . — 
- — • _ _ , 
experiments were different (See Appendix 5)'.——For all groups, the same 
advertisements were assigned in order to control and cross examine the result. 
In addition, we random the sequence of the advertisements appeared in order to 
eliminate the recency or primacy effects. 
The slides of each advertisement were projected on a screen with size 
2 feet by 3 feet in the front of the room. Efforts were taken to ensure that all 
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participants could see the advertisements displayed clearly. 
The experiment was divided into three parts: the first part was the product 
category and brand name recall, the second part was the subjects' evaluation towards 
each advertisement, the third part was conducted one week after the experiment. 
In the first part, subjects were informed that they would be asked to view 
a series of advertisements. The same set of instructions would be provided to each 
group. The ten advertisements were shown for 10 seconds each without pause. After 
viewing the advertisements, subjects were asked to fill the questionnaire containing 
the various dependent measures for each advertisement. 
In the second part, subjects were informed that they would be asked to 
view and evaluate the advertisements again. The ten advertisements were shown for 
40 seconds each with pause this time. Pretesting indicated that 40 seconds provided 
adequate time for viewing and processing the information contained in all the 
advertisements. (Severn, Belch, Belch 1990) Between the break of two 
advertisements, they were informed to fill the questionnaire containing the various 
dependent measures for each advertisement. 
In the third part, subjects were asked to fill the same questionnaire as in 
the first part containing the same dependent measures for each advertisement as 
. __ 
recall. The Chinese and English questions of the experiment is enclosed in the 
Appendix 6 & 7. 
Dependent Measures 
In order to measure the brand recall of each advertisement. Immediately 
after the first part of the experiment, the subjects were asked to write down the 
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product categories and brand names for the product that they could remember. They 
were given two minutes to finish this section of the questionnaire. 
In the second section of the questionnaire, in order to get their general 
perceptions of the advertisements, after viewing each advertisement, the subjects were 
given two minutes to write down the thoughts that went through their minds while 
viewing the advertisement and recalled the claims the information contained in the 
advertisement as much as possible. Again, pretesting indicated that a two-minute 
time limit afforded subjects ample opportunity to record their thoughts. (Severn, 
Belch, Belch 1990) 
The attitude toward the advertisement was measured by asking the subjects 
to fill in their agreement on seven questions: the characters in the ad are attractive, 
the ad is interesting, the ad is disgusting, the ad is entertaining, the ad is creative, the 
ad is irritating, and the ad is immoral. The attitude toward the brand being promoted 
was measured by asking the subjects to fill in their agreement on two questions: the 
product is of high quality, and I would like to try the product. The attitude toward 
purchasing intention was measured by asking the subjects to fill in their agreement 
on two questions: I would buy the product, and I would recommend the product to 
others. The scale of agreement was: highly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and 
— • . � �  —‘ highly disagree. 
In order to check the familiarity of the subjects with each advertisement. 
They were asked to write down whether they were: non-readers, "noted" readers, 
"seen-associated" readers, or "read most" readers of the advertisement. From these, 
the "read most" readers were eliminated from our results, however, we found there 
was no "read most" reader among the subjects for any of the advertisements. 
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In the last section of the questionnaire, we collected demographic 
information of subjects such as sex, age, education level, occupation and personal 
annual income. 
The final part of the experiment was to measure the ability to recall the 
brand by asking the subjects to write down the product categories and brand names 
for the product that they had seen one week before. Again, they were given two 
minutes to finish this part of questionnaire, (see the Appendix 6 & 7 for the Chinese 
and English questionnaire). We prepare one Chinese and one English questionnaire 
by back translation 
in order to eliminate the Isnguage baxner in answering the 
questions. The design of our experiment is comparable to those western researchers. 
(See Appendix 8，9 & 10). Summary of the methodology is listed for reference and 
comparison. 
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3.3.3.2 Data Analysis Method 
The data analysis is divided into four parts. The four parts concern the 
analysis of product category recall, brand name recall, content analysis, and 
structured questions. 
Product Category Recall 
In this part, the ability of each subject to recall the five product category 
was examined. The total number of corrected recall was counted and compared with 
the total number of subjects. We paid effort in eliminating duplicated recall and tried 
to omit those recalls that were similar, but not in the same category. For example, 
if the subject recalled Walkman or Discman for the product category HI FI, we 
neglected this answer. 
Brand Name Recall 
In order to study the ability of each subject to recall the ten product 
category, the total number of corrected recall was counted and compared with the 
total number of subjects. Careful attention was paid in eliminating repeated recall. 
Advertisement Content Analysis (open ended questions) 
The advertisement content analysis asked the responses on every subjects 
towards the advertisement in open ended questions. We summarized all the subjects' 




Data analysis was divided into two parts. First, we examine the 
significance of the difference in response of sexual advertising appeal by the 
demographic data. According to the significance, the second part was conducted. 
In the part, the difference in effect of using sexual advertising appeal was measured 
regarding to the attributes of sex, age, education, occupation, and personal income. 
In order to secure the validity of our result, the "read most" readers were eliminated. 
Analysis techniques such as frequency tabulation, cross tabulation, t-test，ANOVA， 
and Chi-square were being used. 
• -
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3.4 Phase III - Questionnaire Survey 
We conducted a comprehensive questionnaire survey in order to check the 
validity of the experiment and reconfirm our findings. The setting of the 
questionnaire resembled the questions consisted in the experiment but in a more 
general way. The Chinese and English questionnaire is enclosed in the Appendix 11 
& 12. 
3.4.1 Data Collection Method 
3.4.1.1 Population 
Since one of our objectives is to examine the attitudes of different gender 
towards the use of sexual advertising appeal, the population will be all people living 
in Hong Kong and includes both males and females. We sought respondents from 
ages of 15 and 55 since we believe that people within this range will give useful 
responses to our survey. 
3.4.1.2 Sampling Method 
— - • 
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Convenient sampling is used. Since there is no restrictions on finding any 
particular samples from the population, convenient sampling is the best method. 
3.4.1.3 Sample Size 
In order to ensure the validity of our results, we selected a sample size of 
280. We believe that it is large enough to have meaningful results for carrying out 
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the analysis. 
3.4.1.4 Sampling Procedure 
Personal interview method was employed. We interviewed the respondents 
at the exit of MTR stations, KCR stations, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
(See Appendix 5). We selected a respondent for an interview of 2-5 minutes each 
and we conducted ten interviews in one hour. In order to make sure that the 
respondents had ideas about sexual appeal, we showed them three sexual appeal 
advertisements which were taken from magazines before they answered the 
questionnaires. 
3.4.2 Questionnaire Design 
Since the objective of the questionnaire survey was to cross examine the 
results found 
in phase II of our experiment research，the design of the questionnaire 
was similar with some modifications. The questionnaire was divided into five parts. 
The first part deals with the attitude toward the advertisement. We asked 
respondents their agreements about whether they accept these ads, and whether they 
like these ads. 
- — 
The second part examines the attitude toward the brand. We asked 
respondents their agreements about whether they think these ads will destroy the 
reputation of the brand, and whether they think these ads will increase the awareness 
of the brand. 
The third part is to study the attitude toward purchasing intention. We 
asked respondents their agreements about whether they think these ads will increase 
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the buying intention, and whether they think these ads will overshadow the copy. 
The fourth part is about the social effect of the ads. We asked respondents 
their agreements about whether they think these ads will have harmful effect to 
children, and whether they think these ads are immoral. 
The scale of agreement was: highly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and 
highly disagree. 
In the last part of the questionnaire, we collected demographic information 
of subjects such as sex, age, education level, occupation and personal annual income. 
The demographic data help us to analyses the effect of sexual and non-sexual appeal 
advertisements towards different gender, age and occupation. 
3.4.3 Data Analysis Method 
Data analysis was divided into two parts. First, the difference in response 
of sexual advertising appeals according to the demographic data was examined. If 
the difference was significant, the second part would be conducted. Second, 
following the result from part one, the difference in effect of using sexual advertising 
appeals was measured according to difference sex, age, education, occupation, and 
personal income. Analysis techniques such as frequency tabulation, cross tabulation, 
- � 
• - — — — — — —• • . ~ j _ � , � • — 一 t-test, ANOVA, and Chi-square were being used. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS F R O M PHASE I 
Advertisers' assumption that "sex sells" has been noted in numerous 
articles both in general and business media (Horowitz 1987，Sullivan 1988， 
Trachtenberg 1986). Our content analysis on magazines try to find out whether 
the situation in HK is similar to those described by western countries. We 
examine 62 HK magazines printed in Chinese and 14 western magazine printed 
in English. The detail lists of those examined magazines are enclosed in 
Appendix 13，14，15，16，and 17. 
Table 2 
Sexual Appeal Advertisements in Hong Kong and Foreign Countries. 
Type of Magazines Number of Percentage of 
Magazines Sexual Appeal Ads 
reviewed /Total Ads (%) 
Adults 8 � 45^ �一 
Hobby/Sports 13 5 
Family/ Entertainment 28 4 
Finance/Commerce 13 0 
Total Hong Kong 62 9 
Magazines observed 
Foreign Magazines 14 13 
observed 
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From Table 2. we noted that the number of sexual appeals ad appeared 
more on adult magazine (45%)than others . (compare with 5%, 4% and 0% on 
hobby/sports, family/entertainment and finance/commerce respectively). As the 
characteristics of those target readers of the adult magazine assume to be more sexual 
aware and concern, the use of this appeal in this kind of magazine is more popular 
than others. In addition, sexual appeal ad rarely appear in serious magazines like 
finance. 
We also found that foreign magazine generally use more sexual appeals in 
printed material than in HK. (13% compare to 9%). This resemble our analysis that 
the western countries are more overt and explicit in using sexual appeals to attract 
audience. The other reason is the censorship in HK is more strict and conservative 
when comparing with western countries. 
-
* - ———— —— 一 • 〜 ——' 
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Table 18 
Use of Sexual Appeal by Product Category in Hong Kong Magazines 
Product Type No. of Sex Appeal Percentage (%) 
Sex Telephone 12 15 
Prostitution 11 14 
Sex Film 2 2 
Night Club 2 2 
Sex Video 2 2 
Hi Fi 5 6 
Fashion 14 17 
Jeans 7 9 
Security System 2 3 
Cosmetics 16 20 
Wine 4 5 
Watch 4 5 
Total Number 81 100 
" — � ' 
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Table 18 
Use of Sexual Appeal by Product Category in Foreign Magazines 
Product Type Number of Sex Percentage (%) 
Appeal ads /out of 46 
Fashion 11 24 
Cosmetic 10 22 
Beauty 7 15 
Swimming Suit 3 7 
Bras 3 7 
Jeans 2 4 • . 
Footwear 2 4 
Sex Film 2 4 
Wine 2 4 
Others 4 9 
Total Number 46 100 
Table 3 and 4 show the products which use sexual appeal as a means 
to attract customers. We find that some kinds of products use more sexual 
appeals than others. In addition, the products demonstrated in western countries 
…is similar to those in HK. Most of the product use sexual a g p ^ a h a r e related and 
relevant like wine, sex film fashion and cosmetic. This findings also resemble 
some literature reviews and findings saying that the use of sexual appeal in 
advertisements only effective if the products are related and relevant. 
In addition, sexual appeal advertisement generally is not very important 
and common in HK. The number of sexual appeals advertisements is usually 
limited to several types of product and on some magazines only. The concept on 
36 
"sex sell" is not so popular in HK compare with western countries and even with 
Taiwan from the content analysis of magazines. 
- — • 
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CHAPTER V 
HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS FROM PHASE II 
5.1 Respondent Profile 
The respondents are the subjects of the experiment, we label the respondent 
as subject thereafter. Totally 81 subjects have conducted the experiment. 
5.1.1 Sex 
Fifty five percent of the subjects are male, while forty eight percent are 
卞众 male (See Table 5). The distribution is almost evenly distributed. 
Table 5 
Distribution of Sex of Subjects - Phase II 
Frequency % 
Male 42 52 
- —. 
— - - • ‘ Female 39 43 
5.1.2 Age 
The major age group is from 21 to 25, constituting fifty eight percent of 
the total subjects. An addition thirty percent are come from age group below 20 
(See Table 6). 
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Table 18 
Distribution of Age of Subjects - Phase II 
Frequency % 
Below 20 24 30 
21-25 47 58 
26-30 10 12 
5.1.3 Education Level 
Fifty two percent of subjects have secondary education qualification, while 
forth four percent have tertiary education qualification (See Table 7). 
Table 7 
Distribution of Education Level of Subjects - Phase II 
Frequency % 
Secondary 42 52 
Post-secondary 3 4 
— - • • 
Tertiary 36 44 
5.1.4 Occupation 
Almost half of the subjects are students (forty eight percent). Blue collars 
and white collars constitute another thirty eight percent (See Table 8). 
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Table 18 
Distribution of Occupation of Subjects - Phase II 
争 
Frequency % 
Worker (blue collars) 13 16 
Clerk (white collars) 17 21 
Civil Servants 4 5 
Professionals 7 9 
Merchant 1 1 
Students 39 48 
5.1.5 Annual Personal Income 
The largest income groups are those subjects who earn below HK$50,000 
per year. They constitute fifty four percent of the subjects (See Table 9). 
Table 9 
Distribution of Annual Personal Income of Subjects - Phase II 
-• - 、 
• - 一 
Frequency % 
Below 50,000 44 54 
50,001-100,000 25 30 
100,001-150,000 7 9 
150,001-200,000 3 4 
Above 200,000 2 3 
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5.2 Findings 
5.2.1 Experiment Recall 
TABLE 10 
Recall of Product Brand Name by Sexual Appeal Ads and Non-sexual Ads 
Product % of correct recall for % of correct recall for 
Sexual Appeal Ads Non-sexual Appeal Ads 
from total from total 
Watch 1st 6 4 -
8 0 
Wine 1st 47 21 
^ 75 ^ 
Shoes 1st 44 27 
^ 42 ^ 
HI FI 1st 65 59 
^ ^ 82 
Cosmetics 1st 20 1 
2nd 12 0 
Our hypothesis assume the recall on those sexual appeals ads will be higher 
— - • —- • _ _ 一 
than those not. The recall findings further confirm our beliefs. From the Table 10， 
we will find that those sexual appeal ads have a higher recall level than those not in 
the same product category. ( Though some variation in Hi Fi ,reason may be the 
brand of Aiwa is much higher than Kenwood in this category). Both the first recall 
(which is done immediately after 10 second fast showing of 10 ads) and the second 
recall (which is done after one week of the experiment), show the similar results. 
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These findings resemble some previous study that those sexual appeals ads can attract 
and capture the eyesight of audience and maintain a higher recall level. 
From Table 10，it is also important to note that some products capture 
higher recall level than others. All the ads have the same exposure time, but wine and 
Hi Fi capture higher recall rate compare to watch and cosmetic. The popularity of the 
brand like Kenwood, Aiwa can partially explain the situation. The underlying reason 
is mainly due to some products are more suitable to use sexual appeals as a means 
to convey their message than others. Wine and Hi Fi are presumed to be male 
products in our focus group, while cosmetic is a female one. From the first and 
second recall findings, male products are more suitable to use sexual appeal. Previous 
studies emphasis on matching product to appealing is once again confirmed. That 
means the product advertised should be relevant like vdne and underwear. Those 
irrelevant products like watch may not be appropriate to use sexual appeals. The 
detail recall findings can be refer to Appendix 18. 
-— ^ ^ • 〜 —一 
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TABLE 11 
Recall of the Sexual Appeal Ads by Sex 
Sexual Appeal % of Yes for % of Yes for 
Product Male Subjects Female Subjects 
Watch 1st 5 8 
^ 6 11 
Wine 1st 45 48 
M 16 74 
Shoes 1st 50 39 
^ ^ 44 
HI FI 1st 61 69 
^ ^ ^ 
Cosmetics 1st 10 31 
2nd 9 14 
From Table 11，it is interested to note that the assumption on sexual 
appeals can better capture the attention of male than female is not obvious. The first 
and second recall level of female and male are similar. The only significant difference 
rested on cosmetic (female is more attentive to this kind of ads). We might point out 
- — • • — ~ — “ — - � 一-
that sexual appeals ads attract audience attention in both sex on most of the products. 
5.2.2 Open Ended Question 
We ask the interviewees on their feeling, opinion, impression and anything 
concerning the ads. The free writings and opinions are in Appendix 19. The ideas of 
those interviewees give us a deep feeling and impression which is helpful to our 
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analysis. The findings are very interesting and enrich perspectives. 
From the answer of open ended questions, people's general attitude 
towards sexual appeal ads is not positive. Many people even give a negative and 
disgust attitude toward those ads. Therefore, the advertiser should be careful in apply 
the appeal. The most disgust one is Ferre, a sexual appeal ad on cosmetic. Besides, 
generally, the impression on those sexual appeal ads have bad image and poor quality. 
"Sex sells" is the main underlying belief of some advertisers. However, the 
findings implies sex cannot sell because people has negative attitudes toward those 
ads. The exemption are Travel Fox and Get, may be the ads is appropriate and with 
suitable model. 
Some product is more suitable to use the sexual appeal than others because 
of the relevance. For instance, Get a very good impression in the method of 
presentation. However, the watch, cosmetic and the Hi Fi for using sexual appeal 
only result in poor recall and heavily criticised. Therefore, relevance in product to 
ads is important. Many people complaint some ads with no or little association 
towards the sexual appeal like the watch and Hi Fi. As the association is weak, wrong 
message and low recall level may result. 
The dimension of tolerance of female and male on sexual appeals ads is 
- � 
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very different. Female usually has very negative and even antagonistic behaviour 
toward those ads. The words they use like disgust, bad taste, bad image can easy find 
compare with male. Male usually has a more neutral attitude and higher tolerance 
toward those ads. Their opinion usually place at the middle. 
Some people interpret the message from the ads wrongly for using sexual 
appeal. The most common one is Waltham (the sexual appeal watch), some people 
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misinterpret it as condom, jewellery and others products. Therefore, it should be 
careful to use sexual appeal because it may swallow the image and message of the 
original product. Kenwood, Travel Fox ads also find same problem. As audience 
concentrate on the appeals, may neglect the message and even the product. The 
product should have an associate like Get, with the sexual appeal ad in order to have 
higher recall and better image. 
峰 - — ~ I • —• — ^ • , ^ — 
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T-Test of Watch by Behavior - Phase II 
Behaviour Sex Non-sex T-test 
The characters in the 3.4074 3.0 0.05 
ad are attractive 
The ad is Interesting 2.6582 2.519 0.241 . -
The ad is disgusting 2.575 2.4625 0.417 
The ad is 2.5696 2.2658 0.011 
entertaining 
The ad is creative 2.7722 2.6076 0.247 
The ad is irritating 2.4937 2.3418 0.223 
The ad is immoral 2.557 2.2152 0.45 
The product is of 2.8354 3.3038 0.00 
high quality 
I would like to try 2.6835 2.6582 0.807 
the product 
I would buy the 2.6203 2.5823 0.712 
product 
� I would recommend 2.4937 - - 2 . 4 S 5 7 — … : - 0 , 7 0 3 
the product to others 
From the significance level of 0.05, we find that the sexual appeal ad 
is more funny and entertaining generally for the watch. However, the image is not 
so good when compare with the non-sexual one. Later we will compare this 
product to type of product. Watch is regarded as generic product in our category. 
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Table 14 
T-Test of Shoes by Behavior - Phase II 
Behaviour Sex Non-sex T-test 
The characters in 3.0909 3.1273 0.869 
the ad are 
attractive 
The ad is 2.5179 2.6250 0.496 
Interesting 
The ad is disgusting 2.1964 2.0179 0.159 
The ad is 2.4464 2.5179 0.632 
entertaining 
The ad is creative 2.3929 2.5714 0.242 
The ad is irritating ^ 1.7143 0.002 
The ad is immoral 1.9273 1.7818 0.197 
The product is of 2.8393 3.2857 0.002 
high quality 
I would like to try 3.0893 3.0179 0.707 
the product 
I would buy the 2.8393 2.8929 0.759 
product 
I would recommend 2.6786 2.8571 0.235 
the product to 
� o t h e r s . � . 一 
The sexual appeal ad on wine is regarded as low quality and a little bit 




T-Test of Shoes by Behavior - Phase II 
Behaviour Sex Non-sex T-test 
The characters in 3.4815 2.778 0.00 
the ad are 
attractive 
The ad is 2.4545 2.4545 1.00 
Interesting 
The ad is disgusting 2.7273 3.2909 0.002 , 
The ad is 2.3455 2.2545 0.513 
entertaining 
The ad is creative 3.0182 2.5455 0.16 
The ad is irritating 2.8 1.9636 0.00 
The ad is immoral 3.1091 1.909 0.00 
The product is of 2.6364 3.2364 0.00 
high quality 
I would like to try 2.5818 2.9091 0.0019 
the product 
I would buy the 2.4182 2.7455 0.011 
product 
I would recommend 2.3636 2.7091 0.002 
the product to 
… � o t h e r s … �：一 
The sexual appeal ad gets more attractive, likeliness, entertaining, 
creative on the one hand but irritating, immoral, low quality, and low buying 
intention on the other. Shoes are regarded as neutral product in our category. 
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Table 14 
T-Test of Shoes by Behavior - Phase II 
Behaviour Sex Non-sex T-test 
The characters in 2.839 3.1111 0.115 
the ad are 
attractive 
The ad is 2.9625 2.5125 0.00 
Interesting 0.683 
The ad is disgusting 2.7901 2.4074 0.014 
The ad is 2.358 2.7531 0.689 
entertaining 
The ad is creative 2.8148 2.7531 0.689 
The ad is irritating 2.5802 2.222 0.057 
The ad is immoral 2.5926 2.1852 0.081 
The product is of 3,0617 3.3457 0.045 
high quality 
I would like to try 2.7654 2.7654 1.00 
the product 
I would buy the 2.6914 2.5432 0.255 
product 
I would recommend 2.5679 2.6296 0.625 
the product to 
~ others - - �：一 
The sexual appeal ad has more attraction, entertainment, creative idea 
compare with irritating, immoral, low buying intention and not try the product on 
the other compare with the non-sexual appeal one. 
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Table 16 
T-Test of Cosmetics by Behavior - Phase II 
Behaviour Sex Non-sex T-test 
The characters in 3.1667 2.1667 0.00 
the ad are 
attractive 
The ad is 2.6296 2.0185 0.00 
Interesting 
The ad is disgusting 2.8182 2.7818 0.8.2 
The ad is 2.5455 1.8545 0.00 
entertaining 
The ad is creative 2.9636 2..364 0.00 
The ad is irritating 3.00 2.4 0.00 
The ad is immoral 3.1455 1.7455 0.00 
The product is of 2.7273 2.1635 0.004 
high quality 
I would like to try 2.4182 2.8 0.804 
the product 
I would buy the 2.3818 2.5818 0.101 
product 
I would recommend 2.2909 2.4727 0.115 
the product to 
~ others - - … .一 
The sexual appeal ad find disgusting, irritating and low quality 
perception. Cosmetics is regarded as female product in our classification. From 
the above tables and findings, we can concluded that sexual appeal may not be 
appropriated in most circumstances because the image or the quality of the 
product may be undermined. Some people may even disgust and eradiated by the 
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ads. In addition, generally the buying intention, recommendation to others and 
even the trial intention might be lower than other present methods. The sexual 
appeal ad on the one hand draw more attention and regarded as entertaining and 
creative，on the other hand the effectiveness of the message convey and the 
creation of buying intention is inadequate. However, the sexual appeal ads usually 
as a gossip topic in the city. The awareness and recall is higher than other appeal. 
Therefore, for the introductory stage of the product for having popularity is 
appropriate. The details are enclosed in Appendix 20 and 21. 
� - -
- ' ' — ‘ —- 〜 -'• 一 
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CHAPTER VI 
HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS FROM PHASE III 
6.1 Respondent Profile 
Total 282 respondents are requested to complete a self-administered 
questionnaire. 
6.1.1 Sex 
Fifty-five percent of the respondents are male, while forty-eight percent are 
male (See Table 17). The distribution is almost evenly distributed. 
Table 17 
Distribution of Sex of Respondents - Phase III 
Frequency % 
Male 147 52 
- — — 一 • 〜 -
Female 135 48 
6.1.2 Age 
The major age group is from 21 to 25, constituting forty three percent of 
the total respondents. An addition thirty one percent are come from age group 26 to 
30 (See Table 18). 
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Table 18 
Distribution of Age of Respondents - Phase III 
0 
Frequency % 
Below 20 33 12 
21-25 122 43 
26-30 87 31 
31-40 29 10 
Above 40 10 4 
6.1.3 Education Level 
About three fourth of the respondents have attained secondary education 
standard. They are the major group of the survey (See Table 19). 
Table 19 
Distribution of Education Level of Respondents - Phase III 
- - - . 
Frequency % 
Secondary 201 73 
Post-secondary 41 15 
Tertiary 35 12 
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6.1.4 Occupation 
People who are white collars comprise forty eight percent of our total 
number of respondents (See Table 20). 
Table 20 
Distribution of Occupation of Respondents - Phase III 
Frequency % 
Worker (blue collars) 30 11 
Clerk (white collars) 136 48 
Civil Servants 15 5 
Professionals 35 12 
Teachers 1 1 
Merchant 15 5 
Students 43 15 
Others 7 3 
6.1.5 Annual Personal Income 
� - • . 
- " ^ ― — • - • - J . - � 一 一 
The largest income groups are those earning HK$50,001 to HK$ 100,000 
per year. They constitute forty two percent of the respondents (See Table 21). 
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Table 21 
Distribution of Annual Personal Income of Respondents - Phase III 
Frequency % 
Below 50,000 57 21 
50,001-100,000 118 42 
100,001-150,000 44 16 
150,001-200,000 44 16 
Above 200,000 12 5 
6.2 Findings 
W e use Chi-square and T-test to find out whether sex, age, occupation, 
education and personal income would influence and affect the attitude and perception 
of individual toward the sexual appeals ads. 
- — — I I — • z � . . 一 -
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Table 22 
Behaviour Cross Sex - Phase III 
Behaviour Towards Sexual Appeal Significance 
Advertisements 
I accept these ads 0.0000 
I like these ads 0.0000 
I think these ads will destroy the 0.1040 
reputation of the brand 
I think these ads will increase the 0.0353 
awareness of the brand 
I think these ads will increase the 0.6043 
buying intention 
I think these ads will overshadow 0.4123 
the copy 
I think these ads will have harmful 0.0000 
effect to children 
I think these ads are immoral 0.0000 
The questionnaires show interesting results which resemble the 
experiment. As the respondents are in diversed background, this enrich our study 
and further confirm our experiment. From Table 22，we found that sexual appeal 
is a significant factor in affecting the perception and attitudes of interviewees 
* — « 
towards the ads. Sex is important in the behavior on laccept the ads, like the ads, 
increase brand awareness, harmful effect to children and immoral. The others 
like: destroy brand reputation, increase buying intention and overshadow the copy 
are not statistically significant. These findings are complimentary with the findings 
in the experiment. The awareness of the mass can be captured, but in terms of 
poor quality image and lower purchasing intention. 
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TABLE 23 
T-Test of Behaviour by Sex 
Behaviour Towards Sexual Mean Two-Tail 
Appeal Advertisements Male Female Prob. 
I accept these ads 3.6259 3.1778 0.000 
I like these ads 3.2857 2.5852 0.000 
I think these ads will destroy the 2.4558 2.7333 0.003 
reputation of the brand 
I think these ads will increase the 2.9048 2.9778 0.486 . 
awareness of the brand 
I think these ads will increase the 2.5986 2.5111 0.359 
buying intention 
I think these ads will overshadow 3.2925 3.4286 0.189 
the copy ’ 
I think these ads will have 3.0204 3.5407 0.000 
harmful effect to children 
I think these ads are immoral 2.5442 2.8815 0.000 
W e further want to find out whether the behaviour by sex is important or 
not, we use T-test to test the means of both sexes. The results are very important 
because it clearly showed that male accept and like the ads higher than those female. 
Besides, male do not consider those sexual appeal ads is immoral when comparing 
with female. Female are more concern on children and regard those ads is harmful 
to children than those male. In addition, female also think that the ads will harm and 
destroy the brand reputation than male. The gender perception on ads is different. 
Therefore, when launching a campaign for both sexes, or to female, the sexual appeal 
may not be appropriated. 
These findings are important because it indicate than female generally has 
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a negative attitude toward the sexual appeals ads than male. Since sexual appeal is 
considered as stereotype against female. Their negative attitude is understandable. 
Therefore, if the ad is targeted to those female, sexual appeal should not used. 
6.3 Other Demographics Findings 
The age, education level, occupation and even personal income do have 
some effects on ones perception and behaviour attitudes toward sexual appeal ads 
from our findings. However, due the limited cell (E.F. < 5)，the result of Chi-square 
is in doubt. (See Appendix 22 to 24). As our project mainly concentrate on the sexual 
appeal on gender different and how it affect gender behaviour, we only place this part 
on appendices. It is recommended the followers would carry out such meaningful 
survey, 




S U M M A R Y A N D DISCUSSIONS 
The results of this study are very interesting and provide some implications 
for those advertisers in H K in carry out their copy strategy. Generally speaking, the 
reaction and perception of those interviewees and experiment participant is similar to 
US or other western countries. This show that H K has grow pace with other western 
developed countries even in lifestyle and culture. However, some difference is 
detected and should be extremely careful for advertisers in using sexual appeal. 
The use of explicit sexual advertising appeal did have interfere with 
message recipients' ability to recall brand name. Usually, the recall rate of most 
sexual appeal are higher than non-sexual one for both sexes. However, it did have a 
negative effect on copy-point recall. The findings do indicate that the use of a sexual 
appeal does interfere with message comprehension, particularly when there is 
substantial information available for processing. The recipients might misinterpret the 
message and even the product. Sexual appeal can capture higher recall and retention 
because its attractive. However, the appeal may swallow the message and even the 
brand name. People would recall the ad but not the brand name, product or the 
company. 
I 
The use of a sexually explicit visual appeal reduced message recipients' 
product-related thinking and message comprehension. Subjects. Male usually like the 
ads more than female, and have greater tolerate even for those not sex associate 
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products, regardless of gender, reacted more favourably to the sexually oriented ads, 
.• 
rating them as more acceptable, creative and appealing than the non-sexual ads. 
On the purchasing intention, for the western study usually find the sexual 
appeal motivate higher purchasing intention. However, the findings of our experiment 
and questionnaire is contrary to the western countries' findings. Because the subjects 
usually regarded the ads are immoral and not the products not high quality, they will 
not try it. The experiment showed that the advertiser use sexual appeal to get the 
awareness, but at the expense of lower product quality image. 
As the appropriate product for use sexual appeal are those sex relevant or 
related, like wine, male product like Hi Fi, the effectiveness will be higher. The 
favourable impact of the sexually explicit visual appeal may stem from the fact that 
these ads tended to position the products as fashionable, where the use of sexual 
appeal might have perceived as being appropriate in some products. As noted earlier, 
past researches have shown that sexual appeals are more effective when the product 
is considered sexually relevant. These findings may also of course, be a function of 
the subjects used in the study. Most of them in our experiment are college-age and 
may have found the use of an explicit sexual appeal to be more acceptable than would 
an older, more sexually conservative audience. It should be noted, however that the 
• — . _ • 
subjects in this study closely matched the target audience for the product as identified 




8.1 Content Analysis of Magazines 
The content analysis of magazine in H K is not conclusive due to budget 
and time constrains. In H K there are more than 500 different periodic and magazines, 
we only examine 63 out of convenience, it may not be representative. 
W e only limit our search period from late 1989 to 1990. In fact, in order 
to examine the trend and real present situation of sexual appeals advertisements in H K 
printed materials, reference to past year is helpful. However, we cannot find 
sufficient past magazine to conduct a meaningful survey. It is advised that several 
years late when people doing the same survey in magazine, they can compare their 
results by using our methods and compare the result with ours to see whether the use 
of sexual appeals in H K magazine has been increased for these years or not. 
The definition of sexual appeals is vague and ambiguous. Though, we use 
two people to cross examine the ads, the grouping still subjected to the subjective 
judgement of the authors. It is advised if possible, use a penal of 4 to 5 in different 
age and sex to make a more fair judgement in grouping the ads to sexual appeals or 
not. 
When compare the use of sexual appeals in H K to other western countries, 
we use only 14 magazines to represent the situation in other English speaking 
countries. It might be risk to jump to the conclusion too fast. A more inclusive study 
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is advised in late approach. 
8.2 Experiment & Questionnaires 
The experimental procedure had subjects view slides in a group exposure 
setting rather than looking at advertisements in an actual magazine. Thus there was 
certain degree of "forced exposure" to the advertisements. A more desirable 
procedure would be expose the ads to subjects in a more natural magazine format. 
This study was sample to those youngster (mainly university students). This 
is important because the sample amy be more tolerant to sexually explicit advertising, 
and thus be more likely to have favourable reaction toward the ad as well as the 
product. Different results might be found for other demographic groups such as older 
consumers or for those with more conservative sexual attitudes. W e try to eliminate 
this bias by conduction a wide range questionnaire to reduce the gap. 
The experiment only use limited brand/product in represent reaction to a 
specific execution. Thus caution must be taken attempting to generalize these 
findings. 
The questionnaire is used to complement the findings of experiments. 
However, the questionnaire only use some samples to illustrate the ideas sexual 
、 • • 身^^ ^、— 零 — 一 
appeals and ask the interviewees to answer. The impression and comprehension of the 
experiment participants and the interviewees might be different. Thus the initial 
planning in complimentary is questioned. 
These limitations notwithstanding, the study contributes to the 
understanding of the effectiveness of sexually explicit advertising appeals. The results 
tend to support conventional wisdom which suggests that the use of sexual advertising 
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appeals detracts from receivers' processing of message content. The use of sexual 
appeals in this study seemed to detract from the processing and retention of message 
arguments. It did appear, however, that recipients will focus their attention more on 
the executional elements of ads using this type of appeal. This may result in 
favourable attitudes toward the ad itself and may in turn lead to greater purchase 
intention. It is important that researchers investigating the communication effects of 
sexual versus non-sexual appeals go beyond lower-level measures such as awareness, 
brand recall and ad recall. Consideration should be given to how sexual versus non-
sexual appeals affect cognitive processing, which may in turn mediate affective 
reactions and purchase intention. In addition, future studies should examination how 
the cognitive processing of sexual appeals were among different audiences. 
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C H A P T E R IX 
IMPLICATIONS & CONCLUSION 
The findings of sexual appeal advertisement have some important 
implication for advertiser and creative executive. When using the copy strategy in 
sexual appeal, extremely care has to pay to the matching the product to the ads. 
Those sex-related and male products are more appropriate. In addition, special 
attention has to make on the stage of product life cycle. Sexual appeal more 
suitable during the product introductory period where awareness and attention is 
most important. Sexual appeal ad can capture the city gossip like Travel Fox in 
Taiwan as "sex shoes" or Fornari in H K as "tight female sex jeans". On the 
maturity or growing period of the product. Sexual appeal may have negative effect 
to the brand name and product quality. The sex stereotype still prevailing in 
advertising agencies. As the role of women really have revolutionary changes in 
H K for recent years, the advertising agency in H K should keep pace with it. The 
demonstration of women association toward .the sexual appeal or stereotyped ads 
show the growing power and concern of woman on ads. The trend for increase 
use sexual appeal in ad is not 
obvious. 
The oriental culture and norms may become social barrier for Chinese 
to accept those ads. The traditional value still weight in H K so the purchasing 
intention and the trial rate of those sexual appeal product is rather low. 
香 浓 中 文 大 學 明 當 馆 我 i T ] 
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The findings can verify part of our hypothesis and clearly the real 
usage and meaning of sexual appeal in advertisements. 
The hypothesis on "Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements are 
less in Hong Kong than foreign countries." is verified, the hypothesis on "Use of 
sexual appeal in printed advertisements for male-products are more effective 
regarding the ability to recall the brand name." is not accepted. W e find that male 
and female both aware sexual appeal ads regarded of their gender. 
The hypothesis of "Use of sexual appeal in printed advertisements is 
more effective regarding the ability to recall the brand name, is verify. Therefore, 
for awareness only, sexual appeal may be a good method.丨丨 Sex can be used for 
distractive purpose but unless the product has a，sex-oriented，or romance theme 
or benefit, like a perfume or men's toiletry the reference founders on irrelevance. 
From the experiment the hypothesis on "There is significant difference 
between male and female audiences regarding the attitude towards the 
advertisements when sexual appeal is used." is proved. Male usually can tolerate 
and even accept those sexual appeal ad more than female. Gender perception 
is different in the dimension of tolerance. 
"There is no significant deference.between male and female audiences 
regarding the purchase intention of the product when sexual appeal is used." 
Therefore, the hypothesis is not sound. 
H K is very westernised place in lifestyle and habits. However, the 
cultural difference prevent the straight transfer the sexual appeal to work as 
efficiency as in western countries. Modification is necessary whenever try to 
implement the sexual appeal copy strategy in oriental city. The concept of sex can 
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sell is inappropriate. 
Therefore, does sex sell in HK? Certainly it does, just like anywhere 
else around the world. However, like humour or other appeals, it is just one 
integral part of advertiser's arsenal. To be used effectively it must be utilised 
appropriately as we suggested above and with creativity. It should not be a short 
cut or as panacea. 




Appendix 1 ： LITERATURE REVIEW ON GENDER 
Belkaoui, Ahmed and J.M. Belkaoin (1976)，have carried out a content 
analysis on the portrayal of women in print advertisements. The objectives of the 
analysis were to test whether there existed employment status difference, occupational 
role difference, and nonworking role difference between men and women in print 
advertisements. In addition, the difference between men and women in the nature of 
their buying was investigated. According to the analysis, sample included 268 
advertisements which pictured one or more adults were taken out from eight general 
periodicals published in 1958，1970 and 1972. The results showed that advertisement 
have not kept up with the times in portraying women in the wide variety of roles they 
play in 1970 and 1972's world. From 1958 to 1970 and 1972, the status of women 
has changed a lot, therefore, the advertisers should notify the change and adopt 
suitable strategies. 
The other authors, Schneider, Kenneth C.，and S.B. Schneider (1979), 
have studied the trends in role portrayals of male and female characters in television 
commercials between 1971 and 1976. A sample of 27 hours of prime time was 
taken, several comparisons on trends in age portrayals, trends in employment 
portrayals, trends in marital status portrayals, trends in commercial setting, and trends 
in sex of spokesperson are made between portrayals in TV commercials and roles in 
U.S. population. From the study, sex roles in advertising have changed over time 
in the U.S. society and there was evidence of improvement in role portrayals of 
women. 
Whipple, T.W. and A.E. Courtney (1985), have conducted a review 
concerning model gender-product interactions, female role setting depictions, and 
degree of liberation. Sample issues of eleven major studies were discussed. Three 
tables were formed in describing the relationship between model gender, female role 
portrayal, female role portrayal-product category interactions with communication 
effectiveness. In conclusion, an advertisement with a modern, liberated role 
portrayed realistically will be more persuasive. 
Gilly，Mary C. (1988), have carried out a new analysis of sex roles in 
advertising and sex role portrayals in television advertising were examined for the 
-U.S., Australian, and Mexican. A sample of 12 hours.o£programming was used in 
cities in each of three countries. Two tables were formed: a comparison of 
characteristics of commercials in which men and women appear in the U.S., Mexico, 
and Australia, and a comparison of characteristics of men and women in 
advertisements in the U.S., Mexico, and Australia were made. 
Kanungo，Rabindra N.，and Sam Pang (1973)，have demonstrated an 
experiment to study the effects of variation in the use of human models in 
advertisement on perception of and attitude toward the products, A car, a sofa, a 
stereo set, and a television set were chosen. Ten adult male and ten adult female 
undergraduate students were asked the question of the product qualities or 
characteristics that they were looking for when buying the above products. Three 
experimental and one control conditions were used to test the subjects for each of the 
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four products. It was found that the "fittingness" of the human model for the product 
was an important variable in product advertisements. An advertisement should 
provide such fittingness or product-model match which would result in increase of 
favourable attitude toward the product. 
Chinese Studies 
Special Concern on Chinese society's attitude towards sexual appeal is very 
few. Coxon, Kirby (1989), has discussed the increasingly and extensively use of 
sexual appeals in a Chinese life style country - Taiwan. Taiwan society has changed 
a lot and the attitude towards sex appeals also altered a lot. However, Taiwan is still 
a conservative country and the Taiwanese could accept more sex in advertising than 
in other media because it was removed, not personal. In Hong Kong, the book edited 
by (Fanny M . Cheung, et la 91) on the selected papers of conference on gender 
studies in Chinese societies best represent the contemporary academic study on sex 
stereotype in Chinese society. 
However, they mainly emphasis the changing role of female in modem 
society and not specially on the woman portrayed in advertisements. 
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Appendix 2 ： LIST OF REGISTERED NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS 
Newspapers-Registration Unit 
Television and Entertainment Licensing Authority 
List of Registered Periodicals 
AS A T 31.12.1989 
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List of Registered Publications 
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‘ QUARTERLY TECH B 
924 ARCH 乂 
:652 ART OF CHINA 中 _ 文 物 世 界 船 ^ T H L Y ART C 
”9 ARTENTION INTERNATIONAL 藝 ® BI-HONTHLY ART B 
^ ^ BI-MONTHLY - ART C 
.094 ARTIST 夭 1”;丨级 
‘ ^ … A b i - m o n t h l y a r t -B ‘ 
555 ARTS OF ASIA 
.143 ASEAM BRIEFING 船謂：？ • FIN I： 
1938 ASIA _ PACIFIC QUARTERLY ® 讲丨風物 QUARTERLY G C 
WEEKLY POL -’ ^SIA J厂。TTER, THE w山、L‘I 
MONTHLY FIN £ 
2090 ASIA MONEY 
MONTHLY TECH E 2055 ASIA TECHNOLOGY iMUMini^ c^ 
1097 ASIA TRAVEL TRADE ^^^^^^^^^ TOIM E 
2107 ASIAHAC JOURNAL 亞 • ) 幾 械 製 造 3 TIMES A. YR TECH E 
.X53 ASIAMED 亞 洲 沾 藥 BI-MONTHLY ’ FAH C 
1S26 ASIAN ADVERTISING & MARKETING MONTHLY TR E 
589 — ASIAN ARCHITECT AND CONTRACTOR ’ — 一 MONTHLY TECH E 
ACIAN BOATIIIG 讀 歸 SP ; 
ASIAN SNSIN^SS MOTMILY FIN 
]3P’0 ASIAN BUSINESS INFORMATION BI-MONTHLY FIN E 
1133 ASIAN COMPUTEn MONTHLY MONTHLY TECH -
1770 ASIAN ELECT酬ICS ENGINEERS 爾 子 工 程 惠 树 MONTHLY TECH T 
1176 ASIAN FINANCE MONTHLY FIM 
AS I AW HOTKL & CATERING TInl-S BI-MONTHLY TR 




"PLTO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU LAi^ G 
1377 ASIAN MARKETS r^ .ONITOR WEEKLY FIM E 
2001 ASIAN MEETINGS & INCENTIVES BI-MONTHLY TOUR F 
L494 ASIAN OIL & GAS BI-MONTHLY IND E 
、‘ ?7K.M PRINTING 互5、MI 印 IS 13工一KA3NTHLY TR r： 
70： ASIAN PROFILE BI-MONTHLY POL E 
2139 ASIAN PROPERTY MONTHLY FIM E 
ASIAN SECURITY & SAFETY J〇UP:】AL SECURITY... BI-MONTHLY FlU E 
. 亞 洲 保 安 、 安 全 雜 
1.023 ASIAN SHIPPING MONTHLY TR F. 
1396 ASIAN.SOURCES COMPUTER PRODUCTS MONTHLY TR E 
723 ASIAN SOURCES ELECTRONICS MONTHLY TECH E 
L070 ASIAN SOURCES ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS MONTHLY TR E 
SGURCEG FASHION ACCESSORIES MONTHLY TR £ 
L271 ASIAN SOURCES GIFTS & H〇HE PRODUCTS MONTHLY TR IE 
7 98 ASIAN SOURCES HARDWARES MONTHLY TR E 
1.214 ASIAN SOURCES TIMEPIECES MONTHLY TR E 
I 
C35 ASIAr] TEXTILE JOURNAL HALF-YEARLY IND E 
‘ 39 ASIAWEEK WEEKLY Nil E 
AUDIOPHILE M ® ^ 胃 y MONTHLY H C 
946 _ 八UDI〇TECH[v!工QUI： 音發？技 J!行 MONTHLY K C ^ 
7.JT0 MAGAZINE "H ^！^  7 - F^； MONTHLY H C 
？恥 A U T O KAR：：— 名東市？Si FORTNIGHTLY FAM C 
n39 AUTO REVIEW 新 親 世 界 ‘  MONTHLY II C 
automobile 車主 MONTHLY H C 
13P.0 R INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE MONTHLY FAM 二 
BEAUTIFUL 110：IE QUARTERLY FAM I：. 
口 0 7 RIEST CLIIN八 FASIILOM 中 國 時 裝 DI-MONTHLY FAH B 
REST OF Tin- BI-ST HALF-YEARLY F.Vi [ 
•':',.、'’ ！《,.。,:。、 MONTHLY TOUR .. 
73 
^OLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ MATU LAi'G 
、n9i. BI LI, I ON MONTHLY FIM i. 
733 BLUE EAGLE TRI-MONTHLY ADU C 
2012 B'AC MODERN COMPUTING B M C 現 代 電 腦 MONTHLY TECH C 
L061 BREAKTHROUGH JUNIOR 突 破 少 年 MONTHLY Y C 
699 BREAKTHROUGH MAGAZINE 突 破 , 誌 MONTHLY Y C 
315 BUDDHISM IN H K 崔：港佛敎 MONTHLY REL C 
2127 BUILDING Q CONSTRUCTION NEWS WEEKLY TELH c； 
27 BUILDING JOURNAL CHINA 中 國 築 W- SFE BI-MONTHLY IND C 
-•• inTT.DING JOURNAL, H K CHINA MONTHLY TECH 二 
1280 BUILDING REVIEW , 築 MONTHLY IMD C 
1789 BULLETIN DE SINOLOGIE ZHONG HUA WEN ZHAI MONTHI^Y LIT F 
中 華 文 摘 
903 BULLETIN,THE 香 港 總 商 會 工 商 刷 卿 T H L Y FIM 3 
567 BUSINESS ASIA WEEKLY FIM E 
836 BUSINESS CHINA FORTNIGHTLY FIN E 
1634 BUSINESS JOURNAL, THE j® 'M. fR. MONTHLY TR B 
1037 BUSINESS PRC 藥 興 BI-y‘ONTHLY FlU E , 
‘、： BUSINESS TRAVELLER MOi^ THLY TOUR L '' 
11^ 51 BYSTANDER, THE TWICE A YEAR TOUR E 
1960 C P R MAGAZINE QUARTERLY TR D 
2042 - CANTIK MONTHLY MAGAZINE 填 赛 纖 嶽 . M O N T H L Y FAM A 
-1841 CAPITAL 資 本 拂 誅 MONTHLY. FTvil C 
1746 CAR AMD DRIVER (CHINESE EDITION) 人 車 誌 MONTHLY H C 
^057 CAREER GUIDE 上 班 一 族 WEEKLY G C 
912 CARGONEWS ASIA MONTHLY TR E 
.【7“T:.:G Cv HOTEL INT' L FORTNIGHTLY TR L 
T7I2 CATHAY OVERSEAS TRADE BI-ilONTHLY TR !• 
.ir>39 CENTRAL ^ WESTERN STAR 中 I'hi ！.ju ift # MONTHLY HIST C 
CHAT V:AN r^ EWS 今 B 法$ 沪？ MONTHLY HIST 
‘yyy. ciiAMPici-j sroin's fi'；^ ‘！'" i•‘ Tl b i - v ; e c k l y s p r 
74 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS ^ ^ 
307 CHILDREN'S FRIEND, THE 兒 宽 之 友 MONTHLY JUV C 
1267 CHILDREN'S NEWSPAPER, THE 兄 童 新 閱 BI-WEEKLY JUV C 
-115 CHILDREN'S PARADISE 兒 童 藥 _ SEMI-MONTHLY JUV C 
.,00 CHINA - FOREIGN TRADE [P 外 貿 易 BI-MONTHLY TR E 
2035 CHINA ARCHITECTURE & URBAWISM 建 築 與 城 雨 MONTHLY :mD 3 
；;1987 CHINA BEST BRANDS 中画i 名 牌 QUARTERLY TR 0 
1995 CHINA BUYER 中 _ 買 家 月 刊 〖.MONTHLY TR E 
2151 CHINA COASTAL ECONOMY & TRADE (CCET)中國沿海經 ® • 誌 IRREGULARLY TR 3 
1831 CHINA ECONOi-lIC EXPRESS 中 國 經 榜 丨 速 報 WEEKLY FIN J 
2047 CHINA ECONICLMIC EXPRESS (KOREAN EDITION) ；WEEKLY FIK K 
1148 CHINA ECONOMIC NEWS 干 _ 綷濟新「销 ：,、™KLY POL B 
1781 CHINA EXPORT COMMODITY MONTHLY L 
1886 CHINA EXPRESS 中 _ 快 訊 BI-MONTHLY TR 
) 
1441 CHINA INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL 中 _ 工 商 導 報 QUARTERLY TR C 
. 1 4 4 3 CHINA IMFORHATICS SEMI-MONTHLY POL E 
2144 CHINA LETTER, THE MONTHLY POL E 
2062 CHINA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CIRCLE qJ 國 窗 業 界 IRREGULARLY IND 13 
1319 CHIWA MARKET 中 _ • 市 - - -MONTHLY TR B 
IB CHINA NEWS ANALYSIS BI-riONTHLY POL E 
1739 CHINA NEWSLETTER : ELECTRONICS 中 _ 電 子 専 罰 . TWICE A MONTH TECII B 
1515 CHINA OIL 石 油 QUARTERLY H^D B 
1038 CHINA OVl'RSEAS TRADING 中（^：丨：^潜外智易 BI-i^ lONTHLY TR T 
1566 CHINA PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 中 _ 舉利與商彳丨丨纟 QUARTERLY TR B 
2020 CHINA PETROCHEMICALS QUARTERLY Il^ D I: 
17B8 CHINA PRODUCTS MONTHLY TR 丨、 
1067 CHINA REVIEW :.KDWTULY N::, [ 
75 
.0、T0 NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ K八TU L/.‘:..: 
L416 CHIWA SPRING 中 _ 之 舂 MONTHLY POL C 
1656 CHINA TALK IRREGULAR REL E 
L778 CHINA TEXTILE fej BIMONTHLY TECH C 
L583 CHINA TO DAY 今 日 屮 _ HALF-YEARLY G C 
1793 CHINA TODAY PRODUCTS AND TRADE 今 B 中 I 謝 品 及 貿 易 BI-MONTHLY TR L-: 
L167 CHINA TOURISM 干 |幽:旅遊-盡報 MONTHLY TOUR T 
1. 722 CHINA TRADE & INVESTMENT [f^  ff 易 64 ^  W. MONTHLY . TR B 
r.-'INA TRADE AND TOURS 贸 易 與 旅 、 ; Q U A R T E R L Y TOUR - ：> _ 
1600 CHINA TRADE COMMUNIQUE 中 _ 智 易 筋 道 MONTHLY TR E . 
！.871 CHINA TRADE EXPRESS IS"? ^ ^ ^  BI-MONTHLY TR E 
601 CHINA TRADE REPORT MONTHLY FIN E 
1751 CHINA TRAVEL NEWS 中 _ 旅 # 執’ MONTHLY TOUR E 
1754 CHINA TRAVEL PRESS MONTHLY TOUR E ； , 
r+i yf^A -J- 3^'n JHlt 
L837 CHINA TUHSU 十-'-‘二 ‘‘叫 QUARTERLY TR T 
1711 CHINA'S COMMODITIES 工 I、•！FORMAT IOM “、 BI-MONTHLY TR B 
i 
::: auim's CUSTOHS statistics 中 Pi 指;閱挤計 quarterly TR O 
1582 CHINESE AROUND THE WORLD 醫 世 乘 人 MONTHLY REL b 
f 
7060 CHINESE CANADIAN MAGAZINE 力 華 韵 B I - M O N T H L Y FIN C ‘ 
1067 CHINESE CHURCHES TODAY 合 曰 舉 人 敎 曾 MONTHLY REL C 
2120 CHINESE ECONOMY MONTHLY PRESS 中 _ 經 建 月 報 MONTHLY ECO C 
.1954 CHINESE HANAGEMEL^JT 人 介 _ 家 QUARTERLY TR C 
100.1 CHIWESE QUARTERLY jjij: 李少Ij QUARTERLY SO C 
1287 CHINESE STAR RACE CARD 里 報 綠 顿 排 位 袁 HALF-YEARLY RT C 
〔、!:)1 MUNG PING SHEK NEWS '/f乡:t平新• WEEKLY DIST C 
Sir, CINEMART 舰色⑴：界 MONTHLY FAM C 
r’r)7 CITY MAGAZINE b/'t 外城衍豹：誌， MOWTHLY FAH C 
I'M? CLOCK AND WATCH ^^ ^ ^ MONTHLY FAM C 
1 i 
i 





•OLIO N A M E OF PUB L I C A T I O N S FREQ NATU LAIJG 
1129 CMM CHINA I-IETALS & MINERALS QUARTERLY TR L 
20 34 COFCO QUARTERLY TR 
L A 8 8 COMPANION PICTORIAL, THE 良友望择嘲？ MOWTHLY FAI'i C 
L7 37 COMPULINK 群 ( 雷 腦 枝 術 MONTHLY TECH C 
1787 COMPUTERWORLD H K WEEKLY TECH E 
^24 CONMILIT, THE 現 代 軍 事 MONTHLY MIL C 
.^ -jO construction & CONTRACT NEWS 承 造 雞 誌 BI-HONTHLY 工WD B 
332 CONTEMPORARY GERMANY 现 代 德 fe SIX TIMES A TOUR C 
YEAR I. 
2130 CONTEMPORARY NEWS VJEEKLY 常 代 時 舉 周 刊 WEEKLY POL C 
1554 COSMOPOLITAN MONTHLY FAr^i C 
237 COSMORAKiA PICTORIAL 中々(^ MONTHLY TOUR B 
L937 COSMOS WEEKLY 辨()市週刊 WEEKLY FAri C 
719 COVERED-UPS, THE 新今丨： WEEKLY ADU C 
Cr^ OVJM MAGAZINE ^ pi^  MONTHLY FAi、i ； 
‘‘50 CRYSTAL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY r-jONTHLY JUV ( 
品晶藥 I S ]綜合月刊 
1168 D.J. WEEKLY 唱 片 騎 fi布周報 WEEKLY H C 
2101 DEMOCRACY POST Pi 主慰i MONTHLY . G C 
- - - — ^ 一 
I201 DETAIL MODELLING P ^ IRREGULAR H C 
1795 DIMENSIONS IN LIVING Jjlt ® MONTHLY . FM. C 
^041 DISCOVERING H K QUARTERLY TOUR B 
丄22 DOHINA ® # MONTHLY FAI-L 
: 龍 之 淵 MONTHLY G ：： 
^131 EASTERN MEWS 今 f--l 法'’ fe MONTHLY DIST C 
— . 4 - » I • • 【一•-J 1 . 
IS-n STAK P 丨丨―，(、i FORTNIGHTLY DIST C 
”、、 ECONOMIC DIGEST M WEEKLY FIN C 
3、-' F.COiJO;HC REPORTER ft j^ l WEEKLY FIN 
77 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ HATU h h ^ 
1580 ECONOMY AND LAW 糸堡 萝；？H fefe 律菊f•誌 BI-MOMTHLY FII；； r 
2073 ELECTRONIC INFORMATION ffi:子 ft:報 MONTHLY TECH C 
730 ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 無 辦 電 技 術 HOMTMLY TECH C 
二:TO:::CS H 1； 衙 港 霜 子 HCNTHLY TECH C 
1568 ELECTRONICS NEWS FOR CHINA W ^ W ' M ^ ^ tf MOIJTHLY TECH C 
960 ELEGANCE 秀 ^  MONTHLY FAM C 
2018 ELEGANCE CHINA SILK 中 _ 絲 綢 HALF-YEARLY- FAI-l E 
1868 ELLE PX^L MOH'THLY FAI-l • C 
1758 EMANCIPATION MONTHLY 如:」执月菊《 HONTHLY POL C 
19^2 EMIGRANT, THE 々外C 卞 MOKTHLY G B 
2122 EMIGRANT, THE (TAIWAN EDITION) 移 民 块 擇 （ 台 f r 版 1 HONTHLY G B ； 
.：‘ iZ:〈:^LISn MEDIUM 英 訊 MOISiTHLY ED 二 
207G ENTER? RENEUR _ 業 家 MONTHLY FIL-： C 
2068 EPICURE BI-[.iOMTHLY FAM ：： 
1991 ESQUIRE CHINESE EDITION QUARTERLY G C 
EVE M•娃 .^ iONTHLY FA；. 
2 (US EVE-IN-MODE HALF - YEARLY FAi-1 B 
1323 EXECUTIVE . MONTHLY FI；! E 
' * •. * .〜 一 
706 EXECUTIVE FITNESS NEWSLETTER- (ASIAN EDITION) TWICE MONTHLY POL :: 
. “.:、E;.ST BUSIImESS HOIJTHLY fin 3 
”•T/S FAR EAST TIMES 遠 東 時 報 3 DAYS MM C 
11 FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW WEEKLY FIIn! L 
2100 FASHION LINiC ACCESSORIES COLLECTION r rj 、…、'、^ tv ‘ QUARTERLY TECU B 
llbi Km 才斗 u ry 乂 
20M8 FATE ov MODERN GEOflANCY MAGAZIME 命 ffl — 3•見代‘0：丨 7j乂 MONTHLY H C 
'入 1213 FAY八N nOhlTHLY g； B" MONTHLY POL C 
11 CM FILn BI-WEEKLY '11:1 ； ' f e fn! BI-WEEKLY FAM C 
n7? FThmrri八L CIIPvOlMICLE DAILY (5 DAYS Fit; r 
A V:EI'K) 
. 78 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU L/'u l 
'1774 FINANCIAL TREND, THE 兑^] 棘 向 WEEKLY FIN 「 
1910 FISH MAGAZINE 世 界 観 赏 照 _ [：誌 BI-HONTHLY FAi"i C 
1500 FISHERY BULLETIN 細 業 通 M O N T H L Y H U 
FOOD & NUTRITION H^J) l^ft # # MONTHLY G B 
894 FOOD WORLD i-v lit MONTHLY F八【.I C 
1604 FRAGRANT HARBOUR MONTHLY ART E 
••259 FRESH WEEKLY 衙 新 周 刊 WEEKLY FAi'l C 
2]40 FRIEND CLUB 丨友 FORTNIGHTLY ADU C 
- { 
1474 FUR-LEX INTERNATIONAL MONTHLY G ii | 
. ( 
1899 GALLANT COMPUTER CLUB MORJTHLY NEVJS • 風 W |蹈月于ij MONTHLY TECH C j 
, ) 
1055 GASTRONOMIC JOURNAL It^  煮、、士fe ;''iONTHLY FAi-1 C j 
1693 GEOCARTO INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY TECK 1：： | 
923 GESTURE MAGAZINE 姿 采 鄉 諫 MONTHLY FAM C ！ 
796 GOLD T V WEEKLY 金 懷 視 WEEKLY FAM C J 
I 
1613 GOLDEN AGE FOR THE MODERN HAN 黃 金 時 代 MONTHLY' FAM C I 
« 
1916 GOLDEN DRAGON 6 TIMES A TOUR ^ 
YEAR : 
、.： ‘ 
1905 GOLF VACATION IRREGULAR SP E ‘ 
？ 
i 
2011 GOLFER, THE BI-MONTHLY S? 1：： I 
« 
、：、 F O R T U N E RACING TIPS 好 運 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT C 
204 4 GREAT CHINA TIMES 大维時今j、i 3 DAYS iJM C 
2079 GREAT TRENDS 大？泰勢. MONTHLY FAM C 
1771 GREAT WALL, THE 長 城 內 外 QUARTERLY TOUR b 
1357 GREEN PRODUCTIVITY HALF YEARLY TECH B 
1430 GROCERY TRADE MAGAZINE 月 判 MONTHLY TR C 
1281 GUANGDONG W W MONTHLY TOUR C 
？0U7 GULF ECONOMIC MONITOR FORTNIGHTLY FlU ；•： 
.;•',’ il K VISITOR MONTHLY rOUU 〖. 
79 
丨 FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ WATU LAWG 
ilr港JL七 
1^57 11 K 97 u TEN DAYS ADU C 
1136 H K AIRLINE TIMETABLE MONTHLY TR E 
1679 H K BRIDE'S 茵 港 新 ® 2 TIMES PER FAM C 
YEAR 
1311 H K BUSINESS MONTHLY FIN E 
“‘^ S H K CHINA ECONOMIC & FOREIGN TRADE 香)怨呼丨 蟹4 外 易 DI-MOinjTHLY TR 
1264 H K CITY 酉 港 城 TtT BI-IIONTHLY FA：:丨 「 
. 8 6 9 H K CONTRACTOR BI-MONTHLY . TECH i.: 
1458 H K COUNTDOWN - PERSPECTIVE CHANGE 13 TIMES POL . r . " 
. YEARLY -
,Y、： 918 H K ECONOMIC JOURNAL MONTHLY 信 報 財 經 月 刊 MONTHLY FI.-I C 
1620 H K ENGINEER MONTHLY TECH I： 
964 H K FUTURES EXCHANGE LTD.-NEWSLETTER, TH嚼港期貨交易所 MONTHLY FIN L; 
1963 H K HEADLINE WEEKLY MAGAZINE 两 條 jfl f\\ WEEKLY FAM C 
‘} kl52 H K HERALD 
香 港 政 經 周 列 . WEEKLY FII-3 C 
2116 H K INC. i-iONTHLY FIIN L: 
042 H K INDUSTRIAL MEWS ——/、t戈工 MONTHLY Il、3 ？, 
」丨:、1128 N K JEWELLERY S M QUARTERLY TR 3 
！369 H K LAW JOURNAL, THE 3 ISSUES A T^XH E 
YEAR 
1912 H K LITERARY NEWSPAPER 香 港 文 學 、 、 〜 I R R E G U L A R LIT C 
578 H K MANAGER, THE 杳 港 經 理 BI-MONTHLY FIN 3 
J .'： li IC MARKET 7哉 ffi"彭》， JV^EEKLY FIM C 
( 义 H K MUSLIM HERALD 语"努本兴 t^C 先 MONTtlLY REL 
1 356 H K P C ELECTRONIC BULLETIN MONTHLY TECH I： 
135S H K P C METALS DULLLETIN 金）资、工柴 BI-MONTHLY IF.D ：•； 
？1 3 3 \\ K PORTRAIT MONTHLY PRO I-
lol2 H K PORT SERVICE INDEX ANNUALLY TR i.: 
m i M K POST THREE TIMES A i、、i、‘ J UI:EK 
80 
FREO NATU L 八:.c; 
？丄0 “ - 麗 OF PUBLICATIONS 
, 7 3 H K PRODUCTIVITY NEWS 杳港生 i f 力彌訊 MONTHLY I如 E 
.09 H K PROPERTY JOURNAL 哲 港 M丨丨產 SI-WEEKLY FX. C 
M7 H K scouting 杳 港 童 軍 . 删 THLY Y C 
• mTTv/ MONTHLY FAM I：： 
M 3 H K TATLER, THE 
5 H K TELEGRAPH ‘ I 脈狐肌 舰 ”二 
302 H K TELEVISION IDOLS 丨 MONTHLY 赞幕彳尚保 IRREGULAR FAH C 
^ …〜 WEEKLY TOUR 
’'”. H K THIS V;EEK 
rr< m： GA MONTHLY TOUR C -033 H K TOURS MAGAZINE ••^色、兀"• 、 nu“丄服 -
MONTHLY TOUR I：^ 
171 H K TRAVEL BULLETIN ^ 
, 新 帮 視 WEEKLY FAM C 
709 H K TV NEWS 
、 {^ z 举斜-计 MONTHLY FAIi C 157 HAIR & BEAUTY (ASIA) 吞 寺 - 十 . ’ - ” ， . i队jlni上rthi 
1 0 5 删 M O . 名家彰’舉 船 龍 似 LIT B 
596 HA卯KNITTER'S D I G E S T , THE 舉濟价界 BI-MONTHLY F A 纟 C 
；009 HARPER'S BAZAAR - CHINESE EDITIOl^ i HONTHLY FAt] C 
- W E E K L Y 第 一 辉 固 帮 V肺KLY F；.. C 
17 HEARSAY 科聞 _ T H L Y FAH C 
摊 t'v 、饼 fe： MONTHLY G ‘ C 
2036 HEALTH 徒賊 跟 
其 nv 鉢、 BI-MONTHLY FIM B 
118?. HEIRLOOM 芈系 鄉 
* ： — • — “ 广 
1340 HI VI 腳 而 H C 
1669 HI-FI REVIEW H I - F I音 ® MONTHLY H C 
1322 HK-THE NEWSPAPER FOR VISITORS WEEKLY G ^ 
(JAPANESE VERSION) 
.62 HO-YIEN MAH-POH . 虎 眼 馬 報 IRR印ULAR HT C 
r.lG HOME^RNAL 美 好 家 居 _ T H L Y 测 L、 
I/1- VI'IV MONTHLY FAL'I C 
-;i73 HOME PLEASURE 豕肚。々 uuin丄 
. � I, ‘-.、-‘;� [('.,-: SEMI-MONTHLY FAM C 
！ SI'S HOME VIDEO ^K W： 
103’S HONG KONG - THE NEWSPAPER FOR ^^^EKLY TOUF、 ‘ 
VISITORS 
" * � � 
• • '» 
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NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU ^ G 
HONG QI 紅 旅 IRREGULAR NH C 
【197 HOTEL & OFF'ICE WEEKLY WEEKLY M D E 
【丨47 HUMAN RESOURCES JOURNAL 人 力 資 源 HALF-YEARLY TECH (： 
. I R HUMAN RIGHTS J O U R N A L , THE 人 權 學 報 IRREGULAF^ POL C 
卜幻 IN MAGAZINE MONTHLY FAM 5 
=41 INDIAN, THE MONTHLY TOUR ：： 
-」 INDONESIA.LETTER, THE MONTHLY POL " 
:S9 INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION 工 業 自 動 HOMTHLY TECH C ‘ 
:84 INFO ASIA - IT MANAGEMENT MONTHLY TSCH •； 
INFORMATION AGE 資 訊 時 代 I、丨OWTHLY TECH -
0 9 INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY 科 按 文 摘 MONTHLY T2CH 3 
；17 INSIGHT STABLE 馬 P 內 幕 IRREOTLAR RT C 
23 INT'L BUSINESS MONTHLY 國 I鲜 fgi 報 月 刊 MONTHLY FIW -
(ENGLISH EDITION) 
[ � INTELLIGENCE MAGAZINE 消 f 報 ？ P MONTHLY F I N c 
6 7
 INTERDEPENDENT VOICE 互 助 時 代 IRREGULAR POL C 
� ‘ i n t e r f l o w 交流 .QUARTERLY L I T 3 
、)H\ITERNATIONAL BROADCAST INFORMATION 世 界 廣 缚 電 視 ， BI-MOOTHLY 一 
71 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS … — — B I - ^ i W r H L Y TR J 
(JAPANESE EDITION) 
3 6 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC REPORTER 國 際 經 濟 信 息 WEEKLY F I N C 
10 INTERNATIONAL, THE _ 際： IRREGULAR FAM C 
ITASIA monthly TECH E 
313 IT HONG KONG MONTHLY TECH ：-： 
36 JADE MAGAZINE 翡 翠 月 判 WEEKLY ADD C 
'、。、了APAN import MAGAZINE MONTHLY TR J 
W JAPAN LETTER, THE BI-MONTHLY TECH 〜 
JAPAN MEWS BULLETIN 新日本；:J 判 BI-MONTHLY NM C 
82 
« I 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ ：仏TU ^^ A/IG 
I 
1211 JAPAN NEWS H IC, THE jyiONTHLY 侧 ^ 
1427 JEWELLERY NEWS ASIA 亞 洲 珠 贽 雜 誌 MONTHLY TR E 
1874 JEWELLERY REVIEW QUARTERLY FAM H； 
1 2 7 7 JOCKEY DAILY NEWS _ 所丨日報 IRREGULAR RT C 
1759 JOURNAL OF CONTINUED EDUCATIOU ?斗 P 1隊？jS 靜 B I - M O N T H L Y G Ii 
IN PAEDIATRICS 
11 JOURIJAL OF ECONOMICS AND IL^T'L QUARTERLY TIICH : 
RELATIONS 
1565 JOURI'JAL OF TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCTION 5! M BI-MONTHLY TECH - C ' 
227 JOYFUL VANGUARD, THE M ^ ^ ^ MONTHLY JUV C 
1496 KING'S VMINNER RACING BOOKLET 房 脾 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT C 
2149 KOREA LETTER, THE iMONTHLY G :‘； 
1641 KOWLOON CITY STAR 九 _ ：喊星報 FORTNIGHTLY DIIST C 
1926 KUAN KWANG KUAI PAO 快 報 .HALF-YEARLY TOUR C 
. 7 6 KUNG KAO PAO 公 激 锅 WEEKLY REL C 
1S39 KWUN TONG STAR 宵 塘 星 報 ‘ FORTNIGHTLY DIST C 
043 LA LETTRE DE HONG KONG FORTNIGHTLY Wi.” ？ 
� 
1934 LABOUR FOCUS 勞 工 齊 • IRREGULAR LAB C 
314 LADIES AND HOME PICTORIAL 陆 女 與 家 庭 H^)LF-YEARLY FAii C 
* - ——. —~ —• 一 • 〜 一 
5 1 1 LADIES L I F E PICTORIAL 确 艾 生 活 MONTHLY FAM C 
1 3 0 6 LAW SOCIETY OF HONG KONG GAZETTE, THE MONTHLY TECH E 
2096 LAWYER HONTLY TECH E 
1705 LEATHER NEV S^ INTERNATIONAL _ _ 皮 革 新 閔 MONTHLY IND B 
2132 LEISURE 情 BI-MONTHLY FAII C 
811 LEUNG YAU CHI SHING (VOX AMICA) 良 友 之 發 畫 報 MONTHLY JUV C 
PICTORIAL 
902 LIFE AND HEALTH 生 活 與 摊 ® MONTHLY F A C 
56G LIFl^  MAGAZINE, THE ^ # ^ MONTHLY RK丄 、 
I . , 83 
； -
.••^1.10 OF PUBLICATIONS I B 2 ^ ^ ^ — -
104S LIFE OVERSEAS 乘 人 月 刊 【'丨•师HLY G ^ 
1624 LISA•S KITCHEN BI-WEEKLY 方 太 與 你 BI-WEEKLY FAD C 
2103 LISA YAM'S WORLD 方 太 任 利 莎 世 界 舰 彼 ^ ? ：’ 
-2135 LISA'S WORLD 方 太 世 界 丨IA〗M:丨U^Y H 
1911 LITERARY WORLD 又染丨丨卜界 QUARTERLY LIT ’ 
143 L0 NG,S RACING GUIDE 老 五 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT 
293 LO WAN'S RACING TIPS 老 溫 知 馬 貼 士 IRREGULAR RT C 
LONDON PORTRAIT 泌【彳THLY PRO -
420 LUCKY RACING BOOKLET 宰 藤 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT ： 
1698 LUI YAU YIP 旅 遊 業 丨似打HLY TOUR C 
729 MACHINERY & MATERIALS 工 業 器 材 如 N T H L Y 1:丨〔： ： 
2 1 3 6 MACAU RACING MAGAZINE 稗 門 赞 馬 船NTHLY RT � I 
1929 MAGIC TOUCH PUBLICATION, THE 蔡 P TRI-WEEKLY FA.； 、： 
2112 MAHI^M) TWICC-V.EEKLY RT 、 
2121 MARKETING OF ASIAN-PACIFIC 亞 太 市 場 QUARTIDRLY FI.I '、_ 
HBE-MERCHAWDISING & BUYING ELECTRONICS MONTHLY TR ‘ 
1021 MEDIA ASIA'S MEDIA & MARKETING WEEKLY V】EEKLY G 
1922 MEDICAL DIGEST 最 新 ® 藥 與 健 康 文 摘 MONTHLY FA:、 C : 
1141 MEI SHEUNG CHOW PO 美 隨 獨 報 — — 〜 ‘ S I - W E E K L Y FD^ ‘： 
1 5 9 0 MEN • S MAGAZINE 男子歡 TEN DAYS ADU C 
1392 MESSAGE 信 & 丨 • T H L Y -LX 二 
1569 METRO C U I S I N E 城 市 飲 食 �似打HI^Y 队 ] ^ 
1425 t4ETR0P0LITAM WEEKLY 城 市 周 判 V〗EEKLY FA/i C 
1338 MICRO SPECIAL MONTHLY 微 型 館 I鎮專刊 隱 H L Y 慌；丨 C 
1961 MILITARY WORLD 眾A彡丨.世界 �'丨0醋丨[丫 •丨^」 
391 MILKY WAY PICTORIAL. THE 饿 河 M 細 T H L Y I•’A:丨 • 
：^ 49B MING PAO MONTHLY 明報，)丨刘 船NTHLY POL 
I . . 
丨 ’ . . ‘ 8 4 
I • 
FREP 敵 。 二」 
3LI0 MAI'LE OF PUSLICATIOI^S “ 
‘ ‘ nti --pl WEEKLY C 
539 MING PAO WEEKLY 广「、'口. ) 
很,弗 H +11 MOOTHLY POL C 
9 4 2 MIRROR, THE 舍 揪 门 力 丨 
-.H �VTP fl�':'� MONTHLY TECH -
070 MODERrJ COMPUTING % iV. U-' 
741 RIODERN EDUCATIOTJAL BULLETIN 現 代 敎 育 通 丨’ QUARTERLY -
XM 伴舉不 monthly Ti^ CK C 
244 nODERN ELECTRONIC 工ii. 1X；电丁 ^ 
一曰 74二 ZT- r^ MONTHLY TECH C 
<300 MODERN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 塊代租于•[又个 
“ r- y^ ^  MO-NTHLY …F‘站 。 
… 7 MODERH HOHE ！^ 脊豕胜 
1766 I40THERH00D & CHILDCARE IIAGAZII^ E 母 與 護 幼 MOW fHi^ Y . 
MONTHLY H 
2083 MOTOR M A G A Z I N E 
-j^  ^； SEMI-MONTHLY FAM -
1 9 9 4 MOVIE 八 K • / 了 。 
安 鄉 朗 云 ^ ^ MONTHLY n C 
834 MUSIC & AUDIOPHILE 繞糾 ^^  诸 
脊 聯 诵 信 BI-WKEKLY FAH ( 
2 1 0 8 MUSIC BUS ‘ 
音 § “ 過 WEEKLY H (： 
733 HUSIC WEEK 卜i 广、 入― 
. J TWICS-MONTHLY DIST C 
1 0 1 5 NEUTRAL POST , THE 宁 \ l W 
科 m 國务 rll QUARTERLY TR ^ 1 / 0 3 NEW CHINA QUARTERLTY 轨 中 参 丰 力 � 
妬诚 ^  月刊 BI-HONTHLY RI^ L 二 
730 NEW CITY BI-MONTHLY 糾 取 ^ ^ 丁】 
QUARTERLY SO 
2027 _ directions 
MONTHLY FAI^ I £ 
2051 NEW- FEMALE '[I 乂、工. .一 一 
-济；就 kk 将 M O N T H L Y S? C 
1 7 1 3 NE'W MARTIAL HERO ；^丨丫 成彳：〃.杆.口•'� 
祈孙 Ff-i MONTHLY D I S T C 
9 7 6 NEW SHATIW, THE 丨 少山 
1547 NEW TIME MAGAZINE 亲 斤 時 代 I S 10 DAYS 
.力f、新翔 WEEKLY DIST C 
6 4 9 NEW VILLAGE NEWS r 广糾 
IRREGULAR POL ''' 
3 5 0 WEWS RELEASE 
新 “ 天 地 W、丨 -
9 5 NEWSDOM 
WEEKLY ‘. 
1394 NEWSVJEEK INTERNATIONAL 
VJEEKLY G ’ 
NEXT MAGA?‘蘭 乂 】 
十 彳 丨 ： L - ' . O N T H L Y 
R,32 NINETIES, THE 儿 丨 卜 ^ 、 
85 
FREQ IJAT'J IL^ LL 二 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS - ~ " 
-Jk [^i；足郝 MONTHLY DIST C 
1434 NORTH DISTRICT STAR ' KU〗.Y?. 
於 同 躬 树 IRREGULAR RT C . 
425 m m MOON MA KING <V 丨 * ？^丄 
衣脉 SEI;I-I'10NTHLY POL (： 
259 OBSERVATION POST :々> 仏 
-A-r J^ HONTHLY POL C 
43 OBSERVATORY REVIEW, THE 大 乂 口 
一卜 LH -ST、^^ MONTHLY POL C 
1087 OCTOBER REVIEW 1 n u rnf^  
WEEKLY TECH £ 
7128 OIL & GAN WEWS 
‘良 -K ZiL y^ fLi M - JUV C 
434 OLD MASTER 'Q' MAGAZINE 么 大 丁 F:;,坦 
/.M .-ii,梓- QUARTERLY SO 
2077 ONE EARTH 一 识:^ 3、. 、 
谢 卞 旅 游 M 與 ⑶FRIDAY TOUR ：： 
602 ORIENT . 干、人^  厂 ^ 
^ W -fi 0 IREGULAR FIN C 
1207 ORIENTAL ECONOMIC NEWS 义！ 
-1-7 Ri^- ^ fi IRREGULAR POL -8 3 2 ORIENTAL EVENIWG 細 S 7 ! 贺 
亩 卞 zl"::;祥 IRREGULAR FAM 
1203 ORIENTAL MAGAZINE 力”！，. 
pV -)-- R i r r e g u l a r l i t c 
1204 ORIENTAL MONTHLY "^ ^  ' 
TK -HR {.<Y ITFI-L IRREGULAR FAH C 
1206 ORIENTAL MOVIES & TV 妒 . 7 J 泳々 M'^--
卡-ui 织 I REGULAR FAI : C 
丄205 ORIENTAL WEEKLY W r. M T'l 
>；'-:拓 fp 豹 TEN DAYS ADU C 
1925 ORIGINAL, THE 〉’:,.〖:•. 优 、 
, „� .-.{XT J.-T -.IS HONTHLY FARF C 
2017 OURS (MAMA & BABY) 机r,"与 IS iR 
亡夕 • .WEEKI.Y POL (: 
丄635 OUTLOOK WEEKLY 'MM、.. 
hi IRREGULAR i'OL C 
1 2 7 6 OUTREACH 外‘‘ 
1 3 8 0 P C SPECIAL MONTHLY p . C . 電腦專刊 丨 T U C H C 
P r MONTHLY TECI! C 
2064 P C USER 1 •。 • FR 豕 
MOl^THLY TECh 
187 3 P C WEEK ASIA 
b i - m o n t h l y t o u r i-2 1 1 1 P A C I F I C TRAVELLER, THE 
r,i 7/L 4-、Vii SEMI-MONTHLY POL '、-、 1 2 4 3 PAI SUING SEMI-HOr^THLY W 跌—尸] / ' J ^ 
r .^Z� [i；； 3 TIMES PER AOH 、' 
1993 PAL八DINE MAGAZIi^E 川:、七卜 tr! H〇MTH 





)LIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS ^ ^ ^ 丄二 
… 薩 N T S • MONTHLY 親 子 月 報 續 H L Y 刚 ：： 
J83 PASTORAL SHARING 敎 牧 分 享 BI-HOHTHLY DIST C 
579 P C COMPUTER EDUCATION 爾腦敛宵？^丨：誌 卿 丽 TECH C 
357 PEAK, THE ^ � � T H L Y FAM 
398 PEARL 個 珠 3I-NONTHLY TOUR 
842 PENTHOUSE - HONG KONG MONTHLY 删 ’•： 
B30 PEOPLE OF N.T. NEWS, THE 新 界 氏 報 MONTHLY __’DIST C 
579 PERSPECTIVE, THE 南 北 極 MOOTHLY POL . C ' 
::,23 PETROLEUM NEWS (SOUTH EAST ASIA) MOWTHLY 们 ‘ � 
1 
033 PHILIPPINE LETTER (NEWSLETTER) , THE T/JICE-MOMTHLY POL 
124 PHOTO & CAMERA REVIEV7 相 機 价 界 MONTHLY H C 
305 PHOTO PICTORIAL 薛 影 察 報 MONTHLY H C 
.343 PHOTO-GRAPHIC- ART ANNUALLY FATI : 
縛 影 蔽 術 [MONTHLY K C .544 PHOTO ART ''…八, wULNini^ i 
584 PHOTOG 塔 彭 世 界 月 判 MONTHLY H C : 
13 PHOTOGRAPHY MAGAZINE :與彰麵 _ MOI^ THLY H C 
1 
.〜i “ PIONEER OF DISTRICT NEWS 區 域 先 峰 報 BI-WEEKLY DIST C 
L702 PLAYBOY - CHINESE EDITION 卿T H L Y A�JU C 
- - - . • • � 
2137 POPULAR EMIGRATION 大 衆 移 13；：} BI-MONTHLY G C 
1 5 3 4 PREMIER BI-MONTHLY FAM 
772 PROGRESS MONGIvOiC 旺 角 氏 歡 IRREGULAR DIST 。 
2075 QWINZY REPORT HOi^THLY h 
1990 RACING ILLUSTRATED 丨绝馬 MONTHLY RT C 
1535 RACING NEWS 缺 馬 消 恩 DAILY (EXCEPT RT C 
SUNDAY) 
704 RACIIK； WORLD 馬 天 下 MONTHLY SP ’‘ 
】3fl5 RADIO CONTROL MODELS i-^ AGAZINE 资？粋模 A] 7'i MONTHLY H 、、 
« • 
87 
PUBLICATIONS FI^Q NATU 
1019 RADIO EXPERIMENTER, THE 辨彳電丨丨兴作 ,10〖.:THLY TECH C 
440 READER'S DIGEST (ENGLISH EDITION) MONTHLY LIT K 
406 READER'S DIGEST, THE 夢 蕃 父 摘 MONTHLY LIT C 
1836 REAL ESTATE TIMES 房 地 產 導 報 MONTHLY IND C 
職 卿 MAGAZINE, THE QUARTERLY TOUR ：： 
SAIKUNG STAR ffi 赏里報 HO�:THLY D I S T C 
SCHOOL & FAMILY _ 校 與 家 艇 MO^'TKLY ‘ ED C 
1155 SCIENCE & MODEL 极 學 模 型 �幻：打孔Y �彳 、 ‘ 
SCOOP 西梟 MONTHLY ADU C 
( 
口 S E A V I E W 海 運 李 刊 QUARTERLY TECH C , 
I� 
1630 SECURITIES JOURNAL 證 券 月 刊 MONTHLY FIN B | 
L250 SHATIN STAR • 孙 ffl 星 帮 FORTNIGHTLY D I S T C ； 
• dippers TODAY # P A 3IM0.TMLY TR r, ‘ 
⑴03 SHIPPING AND TRANSPORT NEWS .「. 
IUTER.IATIONAL FOR..1GKTLY -
f 2 SHUnSHUIPO STAR 疾？k 睡 歷 帮 FORTNIGHTLY D I S T C : 
&77 SING TAO BUSINESS MAGAZINE 終 贸 綺 横 MONTHLY FIN C 
435 SING TAO SPORTS NEWS 晶 育 WEEKLY S P C ！ 
820 SING TAO TOURS MAGAZINE 星 島 _ MONTiiLY TOUR C 
丨037 SINGAPORE EVE MONTHLY 馳 B 
361 SINGAPORE TATLER MONTHLY FAM E 
… S I S T E R S . PICTORIAL 姊 脉 繁 報 BI-WEEKLY FAIi C 
〜6 SOCCER MAGAZINE 足 球 释 誌 MONTHLY SP C 
743 SOCCER MONTHLY, THE 足球 P 判 HOI〗T:丨LY c 
⑷ SOCCER WORLD IVI 钟-14；. M 
AI:均、IP.介 EVER 20 DAYS SP C 
" 3 SONIC REVIEW 脊软 r � . 伪 HONTI-ILY H ： 





FOLIO 臉 I E OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU U^.'J 
II：lo SPORTS TREND 銀丨迈汝!^  訊 MONTHLY SP L 
20G1 SPORTSMAN MAGTVZINES 玲 育 家 般 判 IRREGULAR SP C 
I 5 30 SPOTLIGHT 組 色 雷 報 20 DAYS FAI'L C 
STZ^ r^ iPS V/ORLD T^tK iii- MONTHLY H r 
1786 STANDARD CHINA TRADE 屮 T魂經贸指南 BI-MONTHLY TR E 
1606 STAR T V WEEKLY M FT LIFE VJEEKLY FAM C 
.oi STEx7E0 SOUND • QUARTERLY ‘ H C 
51；; STYLE H K 時 式 MONTHLY FAIl i；-
2053 SUB-CULTURE MAGAZINE ：欠文化'喊周于丨】 MONTHLY FAIL C 
. ‘ . . . . I‘ 
1748 SUN HIU 新 苗 ' 榮 月 BI-MONTHLY NH C , 
loo? SUNBEAI'I POST M O N T H L Y , THE ^ F^； ？：？ MONTHLY JUV C ！ 
t 
f 
9 SUV^DAY EXAMINER WEEKLY REL E li 
f 
2113 SUNDAY MORNING POST MAGAZIN^E WEEKLY FAM E f 
2C92 SUPER CAR 莉 級 汽 甫 MOl^THLY H C 
OUL SUPER W I N N E R 大 fe 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT C ‘ 
f 
lb 17 SVJEET HOME ^ ^K M- i'lONTHLY FAH C ‘ 
TAI CnUWG PO 大中 [？ IRREGULAR POL C ^ 
i 
154 0 TAX PO STAR 
大 描 星 報 
FORTNIGHTLY DIST C ‘ 
:、J00 TAIWAN STRAIT 海丨丨夾 MONTHLY POL “ C 
199 7 TAIWAN TRAVEL QUARTERLY TOUR E 
TARGET FIWAWCIAL SERVICE 5 TIMES A FIN E 
WEEK 
nm:LLiGn:Nci：: REPORT WEEKLY FIN r: 
TECHNOVA 科 技 银 報 QUARTERLY TECil C 
I TI-KNS VJEEKLY 1勾’龟 k WEEKLY Y C 
…;TK::T1L]' ASIA - THE ASIA TEXTILE 亞於；^了厂少」力j MONTHLY IIJD E 
APPAREL KOIWMLV 
:.::。 TIDE MOWTilLY fV： Ifii I j 'Hi MONTHLY FA. i C 
- ., . 89 
Fnm WATU Lhi<( 
FOLIO NAME OF PUBLICATIONS • L ^ — ~ 
.3.9 TXNE :.^GAZINE WEEKLY POL E 
92.9 TIN FUR^G RACII^G PAPER 田 豐 先 生 馬 FT IRREGULAR RT C 
331 TIN RACE TIPS 天 皇 原 經 IRREGULAR RT C 
2110 TINIG FILIPIMO M O M H L Y G ^ 
1301 TODAY ‘ S LIVING 今 日 家 居 MONTHLY FAM C 
2095 TOP 純 音 勒 MONTHLY FAM C 
1760 TRADE & TOURS IM CHINA 華 貿 之 旅 BI-MONTHI^ TR 
.985 TRADE EAST ^ 
TRAVEL & TOURISM NEWS INTERL.ATIONAL FORTNIGHTLY TOUR E 
1978 TRAVEL BUSII^ESS ANALYST MONTHLY TOUR -
404 TRAVELLING MAGAZIIME 旅 行 婉 . 腳 • _ 。 
911 TRAVELNEWS ASIA ^OUR 3 
1081 TREND. THE 烈丨向 IRREGULAR NM C 
1254 TRIPOD _ IRREGULAR. REL B 
2049 TRUTH, THE P .相购丨 FF^ . MONTHLY FAM C 
978 TSANG MING MONTHLY 爭 鳴 月 刊 ’ M O N T H L Y POL C 
1251 TSUEM _ S T A R /隐 I TSING STAR 茶 姆 星 報 / 赛 靑 星 報 FORTNIGHTLY DIST C 
1373 TSUI PING AHD I 翠 挺 與 〜•: QUARTERLY DIST C 
1-J2 TU£W MUN STAR 屯 門 星 報 FORTNIGHTLY DIST ‘ C 
935 TV & EDJTERTAII^MEN^T TIMES WEEKLY T、AM E 
10^15 TV NE'^S WEEKLY 大 衆 锘 視 WEEKLY FAFL C 
TV WEKK < 省 港 雷 視 〖WEEKLY FATI C 
TV WEEKLY 爾 視 周 刊 丨化EKLY FARL C 
丨丨 UHDERGRAD _ BI-MONTHLY V C 
VE:^Y NICE MACAZIL^E 合 家 歡 雜 誌 MONTHLY FAH C 
乂… vici::r^ 0Y sroKTS 极丨(》齊料該 舶丨彳THLY SP C 
, ” . V T ： ^  VKROE POST 躲 肌 F - V R 舰 Y POL 、， 
. 90 
I-QLIO ::AM£ OF PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU H-V: 
VOICE OF COMMUNITY HEALTH, THE MOMTHLY SO C 
13 93 VOICE OF HONG K〇WG, THE —杳 月 MONTHLY POL C 
‘374 VOICE OF THE TOURISM INDUSTRY M 'Z. MONTHLY TOUR C 
THE 松 柏 之 發 MONTHLY SO C 
1 9 6 4 W W D ASIA WEEKLY FAI'i Li 
J 2 75 O . RACING BOOKLET 大 藤 馬 經 IRREGULAR RT C 
2109 V.'AI P〇(RACING SOCCER & GYMNASTICS) C MONTHLY “ SP C 
-J -
1483 IVAR： CHAI STAR 仔 星 幸 F O R T N I G H T L Y DIST C 
18 75 V:ATCH REVIEW BI-MONTHLY FAM I" 
17 97 WEALTH MONTHLY FAM C 
WELCOME TO CHINA - BEIJING QUARTERLY TOUR E 
丄30: WIDE M-:GLE • 角 捧 月 判 MONTHLY POL C 
VVCIVG TAI SIN STAR 黃大！山晶報 BI-WEEKLY DIST C 
1.97 3 WORLD ECONOMY & TRADE 世 界 工 貿 商 情 MONTHLY TR C 
1 554 WORLD OF COLLECTORS, THE 天 t•也 BI-MONTHLY H C 
1401 ::GRLD OF KUNG FU MAGAZII、IE, THE 功 夫 世 界 月 f l \ MONTHLY SP C 
1829 VVORLD OF SOCCISR RLAGAZIHE, THE 世 界 足 球 MONTHLY SP C 
2102： WORLD TRAVELLER 天 卞 - 游 ^BI-MONTHLY TOUR C 
1 心 YAU^ATEI/NOKGKOK STAR 沖 尖 / K 角 星 報 FORTNIGHTLY DIST C 
丄八)二 YAZHOU ZHOUKAN 亞洲過于 i j WEEKLY NM • C 
V / ‘ 
11:);. Y:-CHINA MESSAGE ， _ TEN TIMES A YEAR REL U 
” V O L I N G GEWEPJ\TION, THE 靑 赛 半 月 判 BI-WEEKLY Y C 
： 旧 G I R L 少 女 醉 誌 MONTHLY FAL'L C 
VOUNG REPORTER, THE (CHINESE E D I T I O N )新報入 5 ISSUES PER YKAR Y C 
I/、3V VC:;:JC； REPORTER, THE (EIVGLISH EDITION) 6-V/EEKLY Y F. 
,!，；） / Tm..: 块：代 /J/、年- TEN TIMKS A YEAR Y C 
， 91 
V » 
rOLIO I-JAi-iS 〇F PUBLICATIONS FREQ NATU LAN 
？ YOllVG^TER POST 年 幸 R WEEKLY Y C 
812 youngsters 'COMPMJION, THE 靑 年 良 友 過 報 MONTHLY Y C 
'324 YOUTH'S WEEKLY 年 靑 入 過 報 WEEKLY Y C 
1249 YUEK LONG STAR 讲 ! 星 幸 F O R T N I G H T L Y DIST C 
'^：' YUK LONG TV WEEKLY 玉 電 視 WEEKLY FAH C 
1260 ZHONG-GUO YU JIAO-HUI 甲 _ 與 敎 會 BI-MONTHLY REL C 
7074 2MU SH】G SHIPPING JOURNAL 珠 城 船 務 MONTHLY TR C 
2085 Z I Y C j L U i n T A t i W E E K L Y 自 ffi _ 壞 周 報 W E E K L Y L I T 3 
92 
Appendix 3 ： PHASE II - EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES & SCHEDULE 
Procedures : 
1. Test focus of the slide projector. 
2. Fast scan, 10 seconds for each ad (total 10 ads). 
3. Deliver questionnaires to subjects. 
4. Give the subjects two minutes to write down the product categories and 
brand name that they can remember. 
5. Again, let the subjects watch the first ad for 40 sec and give them two 
minutes to answer the question for the first ad on the questionnaire. 
6. Repeat step 5 until the subjects have seen the 10 ads and answer the 
questionnaire. 
7. Give the subjects one minute to finish the demographic data 
8. The subjects are required to write down their student numbers at the right 
hand upper comer for the convenience of testing recall at the next week. 
9. Do the recall one week after at the same day and time with the same 
subjects. . -,, 
10. Total time needed: 45 minutes t 
I 
J t 丨‘ 
Tools : ;; 
I] 
1. Slides of the ten ads | 
2. Slide projector f 
3. Plug ( 
4. Timer | 
5. Questionnaires 
6. White board paper '' 
7. Tape 、 » 
Experiment one : 
f 
Date : Mar 14’ 1991 ^ 
Place : Ng Yuk Secondary School ‘ 
-Time : 8:00p.m,-8:45p.m. 〜. 、• 一 
Sample size : 20 




Travel Fox Sexual 







Appendix 3 (continued) : PHASE II - EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES & 
SCHEDULE 
Experiment two : 
Date : Mar 19, 1991 
Place : Shatin Technical Institute 
Time : 8:00p.m. - 8:45p.m. 
Sample size : 26 
Ads sequence : 
Aiwa Non-sexual 






Black Label Non-sexual 
Kenwood Sexual 
Lumberjack Non-sexual 
Experiment three : 
Date : Mar 26, 1991 
Place : Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Time : 4:30p.m. - 5:15p.m. 
Sample size : 36 






Black Label Non-sexual 





Appendix 4 ： PHASE II - PHOTOS 
• I 
• m fc fr % -fr < ' M S ^ ' l l i p I 
Watch - Appeal (Waltham) 
Watch - Non-sexual Appeal (Thorr) 
95 
Appendix 4 (continued) : PHASE II - PHOTOS 
Wine - Sexual Appeal (Get) 
[ ^ m m m m m • I 
W" f M^Hf I 
LU W •—“..••-^H^yy^J^H ^ • y s 
1 
Wine - Non-sexual Appeal (Black Label) 
96 
Appendix 4 (continued) : PHASE II - PHOTOS 
’�MM" i H M TAVIf 
_ 
I 
A STEP BEYOND SNEAKERS 」 
Shoes - Sexual Appeal (Travel Fox) 
‘ 冊 . . 
P... ^ 
國、、H^ 人 i 
画 * 
Shoes - Non-sexual Appeal (Lumberjack) 
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Appendix 4 (continued) : PHASE II - PHOTOS 
Hi Fi - Sexual Appeal (Kenwood) 
Hi Fi - Non-sexual Appeal (Aiwa) 
98 
Appendix 4 (continued) : PHASE II - PHOTOS 
! WW^SM 
fcJt^BM 
I • 愚 、 — r n T T — . _ _ | | | I I I m a 
Cosmetics - Sexual Appeal (Ferre) 
I — 
Cosmetics - Non-sexual Appeal (First) 
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Appendix 5 ： PHASE III - LOCATION AND TIME FOR CONDUCTING THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
M T R Stations 
Place Date Time 
1. Central District Jan 9, 1991 (Wed) 10:00-11:00 
2. Chai Wan Jan 11，1991 (Fri) 15:00-16:00 
3. Mong Kok Jan 13, 1991 (Sun) 10:00-11:00 
4. Kwun Tong Jan 14 1991 (Mon) 17:00-18:00 
K C R Stations 
Place Date Time 
1. Shatin Jan 10, 1991 (Thu) 19:00-20:00 -
2. Hunghom Jan 25, 1991 (Fri) 21:00-22:00 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Place Date Time 
University Library Jan 28，1991 (Mon) 13:00-14:00 
100 







( a ) ： 
(b) . 
( c ) ： 二 — 
(d ) 
(e ) 
(f ) , . 
(g ) ... 
( 2 ) •青寫下彳尔記得的廣告K卑子 -
( a ) 
(b ) 






(i ) , 
(j) 一 ‘ 一 
(k) 
( 1 ) — 
( m ) 
\ 
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( 3A ) 看 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 货 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任彳可資料、信息或圖案。 
• - . 
非常 非常 ‘ 
同意 同 意 没意見 不同意 不同意 
這廣告白勺主角芽[^ 常US弓丨 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 3 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告？艮倉[J新 5 4 5 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告的産品質素很高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會嘗試這寧品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推麓這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 




我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
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( 3 B ) 猎 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 货 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或圖案。 
、 非常 _ S I S ^ 
同意 同 意 纟5意.見 不同思、 不同思、 
這.寶告白勺主角享戶常D及弓I 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 . 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告Z很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 -
這廣告t艮有々吳樂1生 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很創新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德、 5 4 3 2 1 
廣 告 白 勺 産 品 質 素 t 艮 高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會嘗試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推饒這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 
我 從沒有看過 、 
； 看 過 、… 〜 --
— 閲讀過 這廣告 
言羊名田看i® 
我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
f 
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( 3 C ) 積 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 货 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或圖案。‘ 
同意 同 意 沒意見 不同意 不同意、 
這廣告白勺主角吳常吸弓I 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 � 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 - -
這廣告？艮有娱樂1生 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很創新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告白勺産品質素Z很高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會售'言式這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2, 1 
我會推薦這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 




我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
- 1 0 5 
O D ) 辑 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 覺 。 
� 
請寫下剛才廣告的彳壬彳可資料、信息、或圖案。 
非常 • 非常 
同意 同 意 沒意見 不同意 不同意 
這廣告白勺主：角寻巨常OS弓I 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有娱樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這]^告f艮倉U新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告的産品質素很高 5 4 3 2 1 
我备m式這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 





我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
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( 3 h : ) 猾 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 覺 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或圖案。 . 
非常 非常 
同意 同 意 沒意見 不同意 不同意 
這廣告白勺主：角麥一常，OS弓I 5 . 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這 廣 告 Z j 艮 詹 [ J 新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告白勺産品質素f艮高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會售'試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推薦這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 




我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
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( 3 F ) 看 完 這 彳 固 廣 告 z 後 ， 請 - 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 禾 a 感 覺 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或圖案。 
非常 “ 非常 
同意 同 意 沒意見 不同,意 不同;« 
這廣告白勺主角多!=常吸弓I 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告艮創新 • 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告白勺産品質素f艮高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會嘗試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推薦這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 
我 — 從沒有看過 … — — 〜 ‘ 一 
看 過 
閲讀過 這廣告 
B ^ m m m 
我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
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( 3 G ) 看 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ’ 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 货 。 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或國案。 
KS 同 意 沒意見 不同秀 不同f 
這廣告的主角非常吸引 5 4 3 “ 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 , 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 — 
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 5 2 1 
這廣告很創新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
r- A ^ 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 
廣告的產品質素很高 5 4 3 1 
我會嘗試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推薦這産品給其他人 5 4 “ 3 2 1 
我 ^從沒有看過• 」、—_一 〜：一 
看 過 去 
n m 閲 讀 過 這 廣 告 
- 田 看 過 






同意 同 意 没意見 不同意 不同意 
這廣告白勺主角.寻巨常U及引 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 . 5 4 3 2 - 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告？艮倉1」_斤 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 4 3 2 1 
廣告白勺産品質素t艮高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會嘗試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 





我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
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( 3 1 ) 特 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 意 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 货 。 
V 
請寫下剛才廣告的任何資料、信息或圖案。 
同意 同意、 沒意見 不同意 不同思、 
這廣告白勺主角麥巨常OS弓丨 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很有趣 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告很討厭 5 4 3 2 1 - -
這廣告很有娛樂性 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告？艮倉[J新 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
這廣告不道德 5 . 4 3 2 1 
廣告申勺産品質素？艮高 5 4 3 2 1 
我會嘗試這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
我會推薦這産品給其他人 5 4 3 2 1 
我 從沒有看過 . 
一 ：^^ i^f 、… •一 〜一 
n n z 閲 讓 過 這 廣 告 
g羊名田看過 
我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
% 
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3 J ) 看 完 這 個 廣 告 後 ， 請 寫 下 你 的 赛 見 / 觀 感 / 印 像 / 聯 想 等 所 有 看 法 和 感 凭 。 
‘ 
清寫下剛才廣告的彳壬何資料、信息或圖案。 
同意 同 意 沒意見 不同意 不同意 
宣廣告白勺主角多！^常吸弓I 5 4 3 2 1 
直廣告?艮有趣 5 4 3 2 . 1 
直廣告f艮討厭 5 4 3 2 1 
書廣告？艮有娛樂'性 5 4 3 2 1 
直廣告Z很倉U新 5 4 3 2 1 
皇廣告令人不安 5 4 3 2 1 
直廣告不道德 5 ‘ 4 3 2 1 
菱告白勺産品質素f艮高 5 4 3 2 1 
！ f e 會 m 式這産品 5 4 ... 3 2 1 
衆會買這産品 5 4 3 2 1 
戈會推麓這産品给其他人 5 4 3 2 1 




我以前用過這産品 （ 是 / 否 ） 
» 
i . » ^ 
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T S A S M (統計用途，請囹上適當的號碼） 
丨”性別 a ) 男 b ) 女 
|L0)年齒今 b ) 2 1 ~ 2 5 c ) 2 6 - 3 0 
d ) 3 1 —40 e ) 4 1 或以上 
i 
| [ 1 ) 教 育 程 度 a ) 小 學 或 以 下 b ) 中 學 及 預 科 c ) 大 專 或 以 上 ‘ 
j 
職業 a ) 籃 領 b ) 文 員 C ) 公 務 員 d ) 專 業 人 士 
e ) 教 師 f ) 商 人 g ) 學 生 h ) 家 庭 主 婦 
i ) 其 他 （ W 註明 ) 
- 3 ) 個 人 全 年 總 收 入 a ) $ 5 0 . 0 0 0 或 以 下 b ) $ 5 0 . 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 ,000 
c)$/6;0 . 0 0 1 - 1 5 0 ,000 d ) $ 1 5 0 . 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 .000 
e )$200 , 0 0 0 或 以 上 




Appendix 7 ： PHASE II - ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
W e are conducting a research for a M B A Project. Your assistance in completing this 
questionnaire will be very valuable for us. All information involved will be for academic 
use only. Thanks for your valuable assistance. 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader 、- 一 
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in • 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader 一- „ 一 
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader 、- ..... 一-
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader 、- 〜 . -
^ ^ "Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader - 〜-
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader 、- , -
^ ^ "Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? . 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader -- 〜 - -
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader - 、 , -
"Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated” Reader - - ,-
m "Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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3a. Please write down the thoughts that went through your minds while viewing the 
advertisement. 
Please recall the claims and information contained in the ad as much as possible. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree Disagree 
The characters in 
the ad are attractive 
The ad is interesting 
The ad is disgusting 
The ad is entertaining 
The ad is creative 
The ad is irritating 
The ad is immoral 
The product is 
of high quality 
I would like to 
try the product 
I would buy the product 
I would recommend 
the product to others 
I am a Non-Reader of the ad. 
"Noted" Reader 
- "Seen-Associated" Reader - - ,— 
m "Read Most" Reader 
I have used the product before (Y/N)? 
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Demographic Information 
The following information is used for classification purpose only. Information will be used 
for academic purpose only. 





a. 20 or below 
b. 21 to 25 
c. 26 to 30 
d. 31 to 40 
e. 41 or above 
6. Education 
a. Primary or below 
b. Secondary 
c. Post secondary 
d. Tertiary/University or above 
7. Occupation 
a. blue collars 
b. white collars 
c. civil servants 
d. professionals 
- e. students -. … 一 
f. housewives 
g. others 
8. Annual Personal Income 




e. above $200,000 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































非 常 非 常 
同 意 同 意 沒意見 不同意 不同意 
1 ) 我 接 受 這 些 廣 告 5 4 3 2 1 
2)我喜歡這些廣告 5 4 3 2 1 
3)我覺得這些廣告會 。 ” , 
破壞牌子的聲譽 5 4 3 2 1 
4 ) 我 覺 得 這 些 廣 告 會 。 1 
i曾力口片卑子白勺矢口名度 5 4 5 2 1 
5)我覺得這些廣告會 ^ 
加強購買動機 5 4 5 2 1 
6)我覺得這些廣告會 ^ 
蓋過廣告傳遞的訊息 5 4 3 2 1 
7 ) 我 覺 得 這 些 廣 告 會 
對小孩有壞的影纖 5 4 3 2 1 
8〉我覺得這些廣告是 
不道彳恵的 5 4 3 2 1 
個人資料(統計用途，請圏上適當的號碼） 
9)性別 a )男 b )女 
10 )年撞今 a ) 20 或 乂下 b ) 2 1 - 2 5 c ) 2 6 —30 d ) 31—40 e ) 4 1 或 以 上 
1 1 ) 教 育 程 度 a ) 小 學 或 以 下 b ) 中 學 及 預 科 C ) 大 專 或 以 上 
1 2 ) 職 業 a ) 藍 領 b ) 文 員 C ) 公 務 員 d ) 專 業 人 士 
e ) 教 師 f ) 商 人 g ) 學 生 h ) 家 庭 主 婦 
i ) 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ) 
13 >個人全年總收入 a )$50 , 或以下 b ) $50 ’ 0 0 0 - 100 , 000 
a)$IOO ,001-150 .000 d )$150 ,001-200 ,000 
e ) $ 2 0 0 则 0 或 以 上 
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Appendix 12 ： PHASE III - E N G L I S H T R A N S L A T I O N OF 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
W e are conducting a research for M B A Project. Your assistance in completing this 
questionnaire will be very valuable for us. All information involved will be for academic 
use only. Thanks for your valuable assistance. 
Please use the five points scale to represent your feeling/opinions towards the following 
expression. 
Highly Agree Neutral Disagree Highly 
agree disagree 
I accept these 
ads 
I like these 
ads 
I think these 
ads will destroy 
the reputation of 
the brand 
I think these 
will increase the 
awareness of 
the brand 
I think these 
ads will increase 
the buying intention 
I think these 
ads will overshadow 
the copy - ….一 
I think these 
ads will have 
harmful effect 
to children 
I think these 
ads are immoral 
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Demographic Information 
The following information is used for classification purpose only. Information will be used 
for academic purpose only. 





a. 20 or below 
b. 21 to 25 
c. 26 to 30 
d. 31 to 40 
e. 41 or above 
3. Education 
a. Primary or below 
b. Secondary 
c. Post secondary 
d. Tertiary/University or above 
4. Occupation 
a. blue collars 
b. white collars 
c. civil servants 
d. professionals 
- e. students 、-. .“ 一 
f. housewives 
g. others 
5. Annual Personal Income 




e. above $200,000 
THANKS FOR Y O U R TIME A N D PATIENCE! 
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Appendix 13 ： PHASE I - TYPE OF MAGAZINES: FINANCE/COMMERCE 
Finance/Commerce 
Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
5.90 Asian Advertising Mag 26 0 0 
11.90 Asian Magazine 44 0 0 
12.90 Asia Shipping 19 0 0 
1.91 Economic Digest 16 0 0 
I.91 Economic Reporter 80 0 0 
II.90 Executive 39 0 0 
12.90 Financial Trend, the 4 0 0 
12.90 H,K. Business 29 0 0 
3.91 H.K. Economic Journal 12 0 .0 
12.90 H.K. Manager 10 0 0 
2.91 H.K. Market Weekly 23 0 0 
I.91 H.K. Property Journal 28 0 0 
II.90 Management Today 19 0 0 
Sub-total 349 0 0 
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Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
11.90 Affairs weekly, The 128 0 0.0 
3.90 Asia Weekly 17 1 5.9 
12.90 Asiaweek 38 0 0.0 
1.91 Companion Pictorial 5 0 0.0 
2.91 Capital 29 3 10.3 
12.90 City Entertainment 13 1 7.7 
3.91 Elegance 36 5 13.9 
9.90 Elle 65 3 4.6 
2.91 Esquire 24 4 9.0 
8.90 Eve 49 4 8.0 
10.90 Fresh Weekly 99 1 1.0 
2.91 Gold T.V. Weekly 2 0 0.0 
10.90 Harper's Bazaar 50 3 6.0 
8.90 Joyce-Man 22 0 0.0 
2.91 Life 33 4 12.1 
1.91 Metropolitan Weekly, The 142 1 1.0 
1.91 Ming Pao weekly 140 5 3.6 
2.91 Modem Home 19 2 10.5 
1.91 Monthly Style Mag. 22 3 13.6 
2.91 Nature and Health 24 1 4.2 
1.91 Newsweek 18 0 0.0 
3.91 Next Magazine 31 0 0.0 
2.91 Readers' Digest 16 0 0.0 
3.91 Sisters' Pictorial 45 2 4.0 
12.90 Sports Trend 10 0 0.0 
-10.90 Style 」.68 、 2 — 3.0 
1.91 Sunday Morning Post Mag. 4 1 25.0 
10.90 Woman at Work 19 2 10.5 
Sub-total: 1168 48 4.1 
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Appendix 15 ： PHASE I - TYPE OF MAGAZINES: HOBBY/SPORTS & 
ADULT 
Hobby/Sports 
Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
2.91 Auto Review 31 1 3.2 
12.90 Automobile 84 7 8.3 
11.90 Car & Driver 77 3 3.9 
3.91 Champion Sports 9 0 0.0 
10.90 Football World 0 0 0.0 
3.91 Hits 41 8 19.5 
2.91 Hi-Fi 160 2 1.3 
2.91 Metro-Cuisine 5 0 0.0 
I.91 Photo & Camera Review 14 1 7.0 
II.90 Photo Pictorial 18 1 5.5 
8.90 Photoart 15 0 0.0 
11.90 Photog 25 0 0.0 
11.90 Photography Magazine 25 1 4.0 
Sub-total 504 24 4.8 
Adult 
Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
12.90 Adventure, the . 28 3 10.7 
42.90 H K 97 … 0 …0 _ 0.0 
1.91 Men's Magazine 6 6 100.0 
1.91 Original, the 11 11 100.0 
12.90 Paladine 30 30 100.0 
1.91 Penthouse-HK 45 8 17.8 
1.91 Playhouse-Chinese ed. 12 1 8.3 
12.90 Scoop 1 1 100.0 
Sub-total 133 60 45.1 
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Appendix 16 ： PHASE I - TYPE OF MAGAZINES: JUVENILE/YOUNG 
Juvenile/Young 
Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
3.91 Breakthrough 5 0 0.0 
12.90 YES 16 0 0.0 
2.91 Young Generation Mag. 56 2 3.6 
3.91 Young Girl 13 4 3.0 
Sub-total: 90 6 6.7 
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Appendix 17 ： PHASE I - TYPE OF MAGAZINES: FOREIGN 
MAGAZINES (CANADA, USA AND 
EUROPE) 
Foreign Magazines (Canada, USA & Europe) 
Date Name of Magazine Total No. No. of Sexual % 
Ads Appeal Ads 
3.91 Car and Driver 54 0 0.0 
12.90 Harpers Sports 19 1 5.3 
& Leisure 
1.91 Ladies Home Journal 21 3 14.4 
2.91 Music and Audiophile 22 0 0.0 
2.91 Punch 8 1 12.5 
2.91 Red Book 26 2 '了 7.7 
2.91 Rolling Stone 30 2 6.7 
2.91 Saturday Night 10 1 10.0 
3.91 Seventeen 32 17 53.1 
2.91 Sports Illustrated 17 0 0.0 
10.90 Sportstyle 30 2 6.7 
1.91 Swimming Time 14 1 7.1 
2.91 Travel Holiday 31 0 0.0 
3.91 Vanity Fair 35 16 45.7 
Sub-total: 349 46 13.2 
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Appendix 18 ： PHASE II - S U M M A R Y OF B R A N D RECALL 
Male Female Total 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Waltham 
1st Recall 2 40 3 36 5 76 
5% 95% 8% 92% 6% 94% 
2nd Recall 2 32 3 24 5 56 
6% 94% 11% 89% 8% • 92% 
Thorr 
1st Recall 2 40 1 38 3 78 
5% 95% 3% 97% 4% 96% 
2nd Recall 0 33 0 27 0 60 
0% 100% 0% 100% 0% ” 100% 
Get 
1st Recall 19 23 19 20 38 43 
45% 55% 49% 51% 47% 53% 
2nd Recall 25 8 20 7 45 15 
76% 24% 74% 26% 75% 25% 
Black Label 
1st Recall 6 36 11 28 17 64 
14% 86% 28% 72% 21% 79% 
2nd Recall 12 21 6 21 18 42 
36% 64% 22% 78% 30% 70% 
Travel Fox 
1st Recall 21 21 15 24 36 45 
50% 50% 38% 62% 44% 56% 
2nd Recall 13 20 12 15 25 35 
39% 61% 44% 56% 42% 58% 
Lumberjack 
1st Recall 9 33 13 26 22 59 
21% 79% 33% 67% 27% 73% 
2nd Recall 14 19 7 20 21 39 
42% 58% 26% 74% 35% 65% 
Kenwood 
1st Recall 26 16 27 12 53 28 
62% 38% 69% 31% 65% 35% 
2nd Recall 20 13 15 12 35 25 
61% 39% 56% 44% 58% 42% 
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Appendix 18 (continued) : PHASE II - SUMMARY OF BRAND RECALL 
Male Female Total 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
•Aiwfl 
1st Recall 28 14 20 19 48 33 
67% 33% 51% 49% 59% 41% 
2nd Recall 28 5 21 6 49 11 
85% 15% 78% 22% 82% 18% 
Ferre 
1st Recall 4 38 12 27 16 65 
10% 90% 31% 69% 20% 80% 
2nd Recall 3 30 4 23 7 53 
9% 91% 15% 85% 12% “ 88% 
First 
1st Recall 1 41 0 39 1 80 
2% 98 0% 100% 1% 99% 
2nd Recall 0 33 0 27 0 60 
0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 
Note: 
a. YES : The respondents recalled the brand correctly. 
b. N O : The respondents could not recall the brand or recalled the 
brand with another brand. 
c. 1st Recall: The respondents recalled the brand after viewing the ads. 
d. 2nd Recall: The respondents recalled the brand after viewing the ads 
for one week. 
- -—• 一^^^  一 麵、 一— 
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Appendix 19 ： PHASE II - ANALYSIS OF FREE WRITING CONTENTS 
1. Waltham 
Sex appeals, soft color, couple in love, focus on female (breast to watch), 
disgusting, awful, watch as gift to female friends, sexy, cannot relate to the product, 
jewellery ads (misinterpretation), obscene, association weak, some even misinterpret 
what the brand name or product advertise, the sexy, golden color-watch, attract, 
attracted by the lady not the brand or product, cannot see the product, swallowed the 
product, association negative. 
2. Thorr 
Energetic, horse-riding, too dark, sportive watch, expansive prestige for 
winner, success, energetic people, sportive, very wealthy-informative, high brand 
name not clear, expensive, prestige for winner, cannot read the informative clear. 
3. Get 
It is a good advertisement, the female in swimming suit very attractive, 
cool and fresh feeling, attractive, association is strong as the shape of female 
associated with he shape of the bottle, reinforce the image, energetic in hot summer. 
4. Black Label 
Relax, beautiful scenery, soft, enjoy life, romance appeals, associate 
evening with the wine, Europe feeling, not special, like 50，s or 60's feelings, too 
many things in the ads (not clear), slogan not clear: "the label of achievement), for 
the people of success, yuppies, tasty wine, yuppies. 
5. Travel Fox 
Sex don't know sell what product, sex appeals, the pattern very beautiful, 
female,attract male, modem feeling, message swallowed, energetic, sports, creative, 
special sports shoes, for new generation, cheap, colourful shoes, attract attention to 
-the product, too emphasis on sex beauty, obseene, sportive, too exaggerate. 
6. Lumberjack 
Concentrate on the product, logo clear, shoes large one in the 
advertisement, high price, deluxe, no association, not much information, seasons for 
shoes in doubt, made in Italy, too dull and not attractive. 
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Appendix 19 (continued) : PHASE II - ANALYSIS OF FREE WRITING 
CONTENTS 
7. Kenwood 
Attractive, high image, soft, blue color, like adult magazine, make love 
suggested, very sexy, the product not clear, message swallowed, not clear message, 
not suit for female in the picture, association weak and not related, the product not 
the main character brand name is clear, disgusting, product size too small. 
8. Aiwa : overall negative feeling towards the ads. 
Too dark background, appeals not enough, not know the particular Hi Fi, 
informative, too dark background, too much wordings, too simple, the brand name 
is clear, high technology image, starry night. 
9. Ferre 
Female and males close relation, associate with sex of the product, 
obscene, too sexy, romance disgusting, not beauty, wrong message (many people 
misinterpret the advertisement as jewellery or other product like condom, immoral, 
gesture not good, expensive product, ugly. 
10. First 
Direct message, high price cosmetic, diamond, container good image, as 
precious as diamond, the shape of the bottle is attractive, manning shop image is not 
good, jewellery is advertised (misinterpretation), deluxe, jewellery associated with 
elegant as cosmetic, too simple and the message is not enough. 
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Appendix 20 ： PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT OF RESPONDENTS' 
BEHAVIOR CROSS SEX FOR EACH AD 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Sex 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
W A T C H : SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.0998 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.0054 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.1450 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.0200 
5. The ad is creative 0.2635 
6. The ad is irritating 0.2945 . 
7. The ad is immoral 0.8082 
8. The product is of 0.4218 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.0004 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.0004 
11. I would recommend the 0.0285 
product to others 
W A T C H : NON-SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.0929 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.0109 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.9596 33.3% 
4. The ad is entertaining . 0.1043 33.3% 
-5. The ad is creative -. 0.5_685— 〜；— 
6. The ad is irritating 0.5524 33.3% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.1213 
8. The product is of 0.7184 16.7% 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.1071 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.3566 16.7% 
11. I would recommend the 0.2746 33.3% 
product to others 
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Appendix 20 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT OF 
RESPONDENTS ‘ BEHAVIOR 
CROSS SEX FOR EACH AD 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Sex 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
WINE : SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.7403 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.3197 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.5787 “ 33.3% 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.0565 
5. The ad is creative 0.0633 
6. The ad is irritating 0.4301 33.3% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.3167 33.3% 
8. The product is of 0.1183 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.7771 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.4905 
11. I would recommend the 0.6103 
product to others 
WINE : NON-SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.6216 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting . 0.5243 16.7% 
-3. The ad is disgusting …0.3250- - - 50.0% 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.2116 33.3% 
5. The ad is creative 0.3192 16.7% 
6. The ad is irritating 0.8569 50.0% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.2325 50.0% 
8. The product is of 0.5106 16.7% 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.9348 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.8753 
11. I would recommend the 0.0396 
product to others 
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Appendix 20 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT OF 
RESPONDENTS ‘ BEHAVIOR 
CROSS SEX FOR EACH AD 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Sex 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
SHOES : SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.1698 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.5755 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.2747 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.4362 . 33.3% • 
5. The ad is creative 0.0660 
6. The ad is irritating 0.0048 
7. The ad is immoral 0.0000 
8. The product is of 0.1213 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.3439 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.2555 33.3% 
11. I would recommend the 0.2601 33.3% 
product to others 
SHOES : NON-SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.5791 16.7% 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.6021 33.3% 
-3. The ad is disgusting …0.1717- - . 一 50.0% 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.7516 50.0% 
5. The ad is creative 0.2984 33.3% 
6. The ad is irritating 0.4316 50.0% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.4306 50.0% 
8. The product is of 0.9965 33.3% 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.4614 16.7% 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.9001 33.3% 
11. I would recommend the 0.8875 33.3% 
product to others 
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Appendix 20 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT OF 
RESPONDENTS ‘ BEHAVIOR 
CROSS SEX FOR EACH AD 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Sex 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
HI-FI : SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.4053 16.7% 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.0205 33.3% 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.0128 “ 16.7% 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.0060 33.3% 
5. The ad is creative 0.8729 16.7% 
6. The ad is irritating 0.0388 
7. The ad is immoral 0.0910 16.7% 
8. The product is of 0.3661 00.0% 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.7951 33.3% 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.3342 33.3% 
11. I would recommend the 0.8120 33.3% 
product to others 
HI-FI : NON-SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.0001 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting . 0.0136 33.3% 
-3. The ad is disgusting - - 0 . 2 2 1 7 - - . -
4. The ad is entertaining 0.0011 33.3% 
5. The ad is creative 0.2349 33.3% 
6. The ad is irritating 0.0654 33.3% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.1267 33.3% 
8. The product is of 0.3379 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.3928 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.7144 
11. I would recommend the 0.6123 
product to others 
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Appendix 20 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT OF 
RESPONDENTS ‘ BEHAVIOR 
CROSS SEX FOR EACH AD 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Sex 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
COSMETICS : SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.6564 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting 0.0244 
3. The ad is disgusting 0.0005 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.1299 33.3% . 
5. The ad is creative 0.7382 
6. The ad is irritating 0.0000 
7. The ad is immoral 0.0000 
8. The product is of 0.0816 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.0096 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.0422 33.3% 
11. I would recommend the 0.1143 33.3% 
product to others 
COSMETICS : NON-SEX 
1. The characters in the 0.0100 
ad are attractive 
2. The ad is interesting . 0.0317 
-3. The ad is disgusting 、-. 0.4_458一 、 — 33.3% 
4. The ad is entertaining 0.0731 33.3% 
5. The ad is creative 0.0026 
6. The ad is irritating 0.0008 16.7% 
7. The ad is immoral 0.0001 33.3% 
8. The product is of 0.2273 33.3% 
high quality 
9. I would like to try 0.3889 
the product 
10. I would buy the product 0.0971 33.3% 
11. I would recommend the 0.4335 33.3% 
product to others 
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Appendix 21 ： PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT : T-TEST OF 
RESPONDENTS' BEHAVIOR BY SEX FOR 
EACH AD 
T-Test of Respondents' Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
W A T C H ： S E X 
I . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 6 9 0 5 3 . 1 0 2 6 0 . 0 1 3 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d i s i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 9 5 2 4 2 .3333 0 . 003 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 4 5 2 4 2 . 6 8 4 2 … 0 . 2 7 3 
4 . T h e a d is e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 .9524 2 . 2 1 0 5 ‘ 0 . 0 0 1 
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 7 6 1 9 2 . 7 8 9 5 0 . 9 0 5 . 
6 . T h e a d i s i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 4 0 4 8 2 . 5 5 2 6 0 . 4 5 9 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 2 . 4 7 6 2 2 . 6 0 5 3 0 . 5 6 0 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 2 . 8 3 3 3 2 . 8 4 2 1 0 . 9 6 3 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 3 . 0 0 0 0 2 .3158 0 . 0 0 1 
t h e p r o d u c t 
10 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 9 2 8 6 2 . 2 6 3 2 0 . 0 0 1 
I I .工 w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 6 4 2 9 2 . 3 1 5 8 0 . 0 6 6 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
W A T C H ： N O N - S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 3 1 7 1 2 . 6 6 6 7 0 . 0 0 9 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d is i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 8 0 4 9 2 . 1 8 9 2 0 . 0 0 3 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 4 8 7 8 2 . 4 3 5 9 0 . 8 0 1 
4 . T h e a d is e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 4 1 4 6 2 . 0 7 8 9 0 . 054 
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 6 5 8 5 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 9 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 4 6 3 4 2 . 2 3 6 8 0 . 2 4 6 
7 . T h e a d i s i m m o r a l 2.487.8. 1 . 8 9 4 7 一 0 . 0 1 6 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 3 . 2 6 8 3 3 . 3 1 5 8 0 . 7 9 1 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . 工 w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 7 8 0 5 2 . 5 2 6 3 0 . 2 2 1 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 . I w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 6 5 8 5 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 4 3 0 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 5 3 6 6 2 . 3 6 8 4 0 . 3 9 6 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
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Appendix 21 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT : T-TEST 
O F R E S P O N D E N T S ’ 
BEHAVIOR BY SEX FOR 
EACH A D 
T-Test of Respondents' Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
W I N E : S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s i n t h e 3 . 1 1 9 0 3 . 1 0 5 3 0 . 9 5 6 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d i s i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 6 6 6 7 2 . 4 8 7 2 .0.3 69 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 1 1 9 0 2 . 2 3 0 8 0 . 4 7 9 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 7 619 2 . 2 5 6 4 0 . 0 2 6 . 
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 8 3 3 3 2 . 3 5 9 0 0 . 0 5 3 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 1 4 9 0 1 . 9 7 4 4 0 . 3 4 4 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 1 . 8 0 4 9 2 . 0 2 5 6 0 . 2 0 0 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is o f 3 . 1 6 6 7 2 . 8 4 6 2 0 . 0 6 5 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 3 . 0 7 1 4 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 7 4 2 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 . I w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 8 8 1 0 2 . 7 4 3 6 0 . 4 9 4 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 6 4 2 9 2 . 7 9 4 9 0 . 4 8 2 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
W I N G ： N O N - S E X 
. . 1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 1 6 6 7 3 . 0 5 4 1 0 . 4 9 0 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d i s i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 5 5 5 6 2 . 6 4 8 6 0 . 7 0 7 
3 . T h e a d i s d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 1 1 1 1 1 . 9 4 5 9 0 . 3 7 3 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 5 0 0 0 2 . 5 1 3 5 0 . 9 5 2 
5 . T h e a d is c r e a t i v e 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 . 7 0 2 7 0 . 0 6 8 
6 . T ^ e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 1.833-3- 1.. 6 4 8 6 . 0 . 3 5 3 
7 . T h e a d i s i m m o r a l 2 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 6 4 8 6 0 . 1 2 4 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t i s o f 3 . 1 1 1 1 3 . 4 0 5 4 0 . 2 3 6 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 3 . 0 0 0 0 3 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 . I w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 8 8 8 9 2 . 8 6 4 9 0 . 9 4 0 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 6 1 1 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 8 7 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
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Appendix 21 (continued) : PHASE II - COMPUTER RESULT : T-TEST 
O F R E S P O N D E N T S ’ 
BEHAVIOR BY SEX FOR 
EACH A D 
T-Test of Respondents' Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
S H O E S ： S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 0 0 0 0 3 . 4 0 5 4 0 . 0 9 1 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d i s i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 4 5 2 4 2 . 4 2 1 1 0 . 8 7 7 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 5 0 0 0 2 . 9 4 7 4 0 . 0 3 6 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 2 6 1 9 2 . 2 6 3 2 0 . 9 9 5 -
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 5 9 5 2 3 . 0 5 2 6 0 . 0 6 7 
6 . T h e a d i s i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 4 5 2 4 2 . 9 7 3 7 0 . 0 2 7 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 2 . 0 2 3 8 3 . 3 1 5 8 0 . 0 0 0 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 2 . 8 8 1 0 2 . 6 8 4 2 0 . 2 8 8 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 7 1 4 3 2 . 6 5 7 9 0 . 7 7 7 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 . I w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 5 9 5 2 2 . 5 2 6 3 0 . 7 0 6 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 4 5 2 4 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 . 7 7 8 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
S H O E S ： N O N - S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 2 . 7 7 7 8 2 . 7 0 2 7 0 . 7 8 2 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d is i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 3 8 8 9 2 . 4 5 9 5 0 . 7 9 2 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 . 3 5 1 4 0 . 4 8 4 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 2 7 7 8 2 . 2 1 6 2 0 . 7 6 0 
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 4 4 4 4 2 . 5 9 4 6 0 . 5 9 1 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2.0556- 1 . 8 9 1 9 . 一 0 . 4 0 6 
7 . T h e a d i s i m m o r a l 2 . 1 6 6 7 1 . 7 8 3 8 0 . 1 3 5 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 3 . 1 6 6 7 3 . 2 4 3 2 0 . 7 1 2 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 8 3 3 3 2 . 9 1 8 9 0 . 7 0 8 
t h e p r o d u c t 
10 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 7 2 2 2 2 . 7 5 6 8 0 .860 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 5 0 0 0 2 . 8 1 0 8 0 . 1 7 1 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
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Appendix 21 (continued) : PHASE II - C O M P U T E R RESULT : T-TEST 
O F R E S P O N D E N T S ‘ 
BEHAVIOR BY SEX FOR 
EACH A D 
T-Test of Respondents' Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
H I - F I : S E X 
I . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 6 1 1 1 2 . 9 7 3 0 0 . 0 6 4 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d is i n t e r e s t i n g 3 .1667 2 . 2 7 0 3 ... 0 . 004 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 3 3 3 3 3 . 0 8 1 1 ‘ 0 . 0 0 8 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 3 . 1 1 1 1 2 . 2 1 6 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 
5 . T h e a d is c r e a t i v e 2 . 7 7 7 8 3 . 0 5 4 1 0 . 4 2 3 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 5 5 5 6 3 . 2 4 3 2 0 . 0 2 3 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 2 . 7 2 2 2 3 . 3 7 8 4 0 . 0 1 8 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 2 . 7 2 2 2 2 . 7 2 9 7 0 . 9 7 8 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 4 4 4 4 2 . 3 5 1 4 0 . 7 0 7 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 3 8 8 9 2 . 3 2 4 3 0 . 7 8 1 
I I . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 2 7 7 8 2 . 2 4 3 2 0 . 8 9 1 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
H I - F I : N O N - S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 2 0 0 0 2 . 1 5 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d i s i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 5 6 1 0 1 . 9 7 3 7 0 . 0 0 2 
3 . T h e a d i s d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 4 3 9 0 2 . 8 7 1 8 0 . 0 2 6 
4 . T h e a d i s e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 5 1 2 2 1 . 7 9 4 9 0 . 0 0 0 
5 . T h e a d i s c r e a t i v e 2 . 5 1 2 2 2 . 1 0 2 6 0 . 0 5 3 
6 . T h e a d i s i r r i t a t i n g 2.219^5 2 . 4 8 7 2 - 0 . 1 6 5 
7 . T h e a d i s i m m o r a l 2 . 1 9 5 1 1 . 7 1 7 9 0 . 0 0 5 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t i s o f 3 . 3 4 1 5 3 . 0 2 5 6 0 . 1 0 0 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 9 2 6 8 2 . 7 4 3 6 0 . 3 3 8 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 6 0 9 8 2 . 5 6 4 1 0 . 7 9 0 
1 1 . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 5 8 5 4 2 . 4 6 1 5 0 . 5 1 4 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
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Appendix 21 (continued) : PHASE II - C O M P U T E R RESULT : T-TEST 
O F R E S P O N D E N T S ’ 
BEHAVIOR BY SEX FOR 
EACH A D 
T-Test of Respondents' Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
C O S M E T I C S ： S E X 
1 . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 2 . 8 3 3 3 2 . 8 6 8 4 0 . 8 8 6 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d is i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 7 3 8 1 2 . 1 6 2 2 . 0 . 0 0 5 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 3 8 1 0 3 . 2 3 6 8 0 . 0 0 0 
4 . T h e a d is e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 5 4 7 6 2 .1579 0 . 053 
5 . T h e a d is c r e a t i v e 2 . 7 3 8 1 2 . 9 2 1 1 0 . 4 3 0 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 0 9 5 2 3 . 1 3 1 6 0 . 0 0 0 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 1 . 9 2 8 6 3 . 3 4 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t is of 3 . 1 4 2 9 2 . 9 7 3 7 0 . 4 3 4 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . 工 w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 3 . 0 9 5 2 2 . 4 2 1 1 0 . 0 0 3 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 9 7 6 2 2 . 3 9 4 7 0 . 0 0 9 
1 1 .工 w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 8 0 9 5 2 . 3 1 5 8 0 . 0 2 7 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
C O S M E T I C S ： N O N - S E X 
I . T h e c h a r a c t e r s in t h e 3 . 3 0 9 5 2 . 8 9 7 4 0 . 0 8 4 
a d a r e a t t r a c t i v e 
2 . T h e a d is i n t e r e s t i n g 2 . 6 6 6 7 2 .3333 0 . 1 1 0 
3 . T h e a d is d i s g u s t i n g 2 . 5 7 1 4 2 . 2 5 6 4 0 . 0 6 6 
4 . T h e a d is e n t e r t a i n i n g 2 . 5 2 3 8 2 .1053 0 . 0 2 5 
5 . T h e a d is c r e a t i v e 3 . 0 7 1 4 2 . 3 6 8 4 0 . 0 0 2 
6 . T h e a d is i r r i t a t i n g 2 . 5 7 1 4 1 . 8 4 2 1 一 0 . 0 0 0 
7 . T h e a d is i m m o r a l 2 . 6 6 6 7 1 . 6 5 7 9 0 . 0 0 0 
8 . T h e p r o d u c t i s o f 3 . 2 3 8 1 3 . 4 7 3 7 0 . 2 1 4 
h i g h q u a l i t y 
9 . I w o u l d l i k e t o t r y 2 . 7 3 8 1 2 . 7 8 9 5 0 . 7 9 2 
t h e p r o d u c t 
1 0 .工 w o u l d b u y t h e p r o d u c t 2 . 5 9 5 2 2 . 4 7 3 7 0 . 4 5 9 
I I . I w o u l d r e c o m m e n d t h e 2 . 6 4 2 9 2 . 6 0 5 3 0 . 8 3 6 
p r o d u c t t o o t h e r s 
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Appendix 22 ： PHASE III - COMPUTER RESULT OF RESPONDENTS' 
BEHAVIOR CROSS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Demographic Data 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
S E X 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 0 0 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 0 0 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 1 0 4 0 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 3 5 3 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 6 0 4 3 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 4 1 2 3 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 0 0 0 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 0 0 0 
A G E 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 1 5 2 6 . 7 % 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 0 1 4 6 2 0 . 0 % 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 3 8 2 3 1 3 . 3 % 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 1 0 0 4 2 0 . 0 % 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 0 0 7 8 2 0 . 0 % 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 4 7 5 1 2 6 . 7 % 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 8 2 0 1 3 . 0 % 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 2 4 8 2 0 . 0 % 
E D U C A T I O N 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 3 3 0 9 3 3 . 3 % 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 2 9 9 6 3 3 . 3 % 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 2 2 0 1 3 3 . 3 % 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 3 4 3 3 3 . 3 % 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n - . 0 . — . 3 3 . 3 % 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 8 3 9 5 3 3 . 3 % 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 9 1 4 7 3 3 . 3 % 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 6 9 5 3 3 . 3 % 
O C C U P A T I O N 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 2 1 3 5 5 4 . 2 % 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 4 . 2 % 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 4 0 5 3 5 0 . 0 % 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 1 0 5 7 4 5 . 8 % 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 2 0 5 5 5 0 . 0 % 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 0 0 6 6 5 8 . 3 % 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 4 9 0 5 4 . 2 % 
8 . 工 腿 o r a l 0 . 4 8 6 7 54 .2% 
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Appendix 22 (continued) : PHASE III - C O M P U T E R R E S U L T OF 
RESPONDENTS' BEHAVIOR CROSS 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
Respondents' Behavior Cross Demographic Data 
Significance Cells with 
E.F. < 5 
A N N U A L P E R S O N A L I N C O M E 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 0 1 7 7 2 0 . 0 % 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 2 3 9 1 2 0 . 0 % 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 1 8 7 5 2 Q . 0 % 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 3 3 5 2 0 . 0 % 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 1 1 5 4 2 6 . 7 % 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 0 0 3 7 2 0 . 0 % 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 0 0 5 1 3 . 3 % 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 4 6 6 2 0 . 0 % 
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Appendix 23 ： PHASE III - COMPUTER RESULT : T-TEST OF 
RESPONDENTS' BEHAVIOR BY SEX 
-
T-test of Respondents、Behavior by Sex 
Mean 2-Tail 
Male Female Prob. 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 3 . 6 2 5 9 3 . 1 7 7 8 0 . 0 0 0 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 3 . 2 8 5 7 2 . 5 8 5 2 0 . 0 0 0 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 2 . 4 5 5 8 2 . 7 3 3 3 0 . 0 0 3 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 2 . 9 0 4 8 2 . 9 7 7 8 0 . 4 8 6 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 2 . 5 9 8 6 2 . 5 1 1 1 0 . 3 5 9 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 3 . 2 9 2 5 3 . 4 2 8 6 0 . 1 8 9 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 3 . 0 2 0 4 3 . 5 4 0 7 0 . 0 0 0 
8 . I m m o r a l 2 . 5 4 4 2 2 . 8 8 1 5 ； 0 . 0 0 0 
J 
- - - . . � 
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Appendix 24 ： PHASE III - COMPUTER RESULT OF ANOVA OF 
R E S P O N D E N T S ' B E H A V I O R BY 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
A N O V A of Respondents' Behavior by Demographics Data 
F 
Prob. 
A G E 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 2 0 0 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 4 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 1 3 0 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 1 5 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 4 5 8 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 8 4 0 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 0 9 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 3 4 
E D U C A T I O N 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 4 5 9 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 2 3 1 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 2 3 5 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 1 1 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 1 7 5 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 6 9 7 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 9 6 4 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 0 5 0 
O C C U P A T I O N 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 3 7 2 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 0 9 3 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 5 5 8 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 0 6 4 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n … Q_. 0 4 1 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 3 7 5 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 5 0 3 
8 . I m m o r a l 0 . 1 5 7 
P E R S O N A L I N C O M E 
1 . A c c e p t t h e a d s 0 . 0 0 9 
2 . L i k e t h e a d s 0 . 6 1 8 
3 . D e s t r o y b r a n d r e p u t a t i o n 0 . 0 8 6 
4 . I n c r e a s e b r a n d a w a r e n e s s 0 . 7 2 5 
5 . I n c r e a s e b u y i n g i n t e n t i o n 0 . 6 0 3 
6 . O v e r s h a d o w t h e c o p y 0 . 3 8 3 
7 . H a r m f u l e f f e c t t o c h i l d r e n 0 . 0 0 1 
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